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ABSTRACT 

An efficient and accurate algorithm is developed to evaluate reliabilitj* in the time 

domain for nonlinear structures subjected to short duration dynamic loadings, including 

earthquake loading. The algorithm is based on the nonlinear stochastic finite element 

method (SFEM). Uncertainties in the dynamic and seismic excitation, and resistance-

related parameters are incorporated by modeling them as realistically as possible. The 

uncertainty in them is explicitly addressed. 

The proposed algorithm intelligently integrates the concepts of response surface 

method (RSM), finite element method (FEM), first-order reliability method (FORM), and 

an iterative linear interpolation scheme. This leads to the stochastic finite element 

concept. It has the potential to estimate the risk associated with any linear or nonlinear 

structure that can be represented by a finite element algorithm subjected to seismic 

loading or any short duration dynamic loadings. In the context of the finite element 

method, the assumed stress-based finite element algorithm is used to increase its 

efficiency. Two iterative response surface schemes consisting of second order 

polynomials (with and without cross terms) are proposed. A mixture of saturated and 

central composite designs is used to assure both efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm. 

Sensitivity analysis is used to improve the efficiency further. 

The unique feature of the algorithm is that it is capable of calculating risk using 

both serviceability and strength limit states and actual earthquake loading time histories 

can be used to excite structures, enabling a realistic representation of the loading 

condition. The uncertainty in the amplitude of the earthquake is successflilly considered 
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in the context of RSM. Uncertainty in the frequency content of an earthquake is 

considered indirectly by conducting a parametric study to quantify the effect of 

uncertainty in the frequency content of earthquakes on the overall reliability of structures. 

The algorithm has been extensively verified using the Monte Carlo simulation 

technique. The verified algorithm is used to study the reliability of structures excited by 

actual earthquake lime histories. The results of the numerical examples show that the 

proposed algorithm can be used accurately and efficiently to estimate the risk for 

nonlinear structures subjected to short duration time-variant loadings including seismic 

loading. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Remarks 

Safety evaluation of structural systems with realistic consideration of their 

behavior has been becoming increasingly important to the engineering profession over 

the past two decades. Since most of the planning and design of engineering systems are 

accomplished under conditions of uncertainty, the estimation of the underlying reliability 

cannot be avoided any more. 

In safety evaluation, realistic representation of a structure is essential, in terms of 

structural parameters such as loading conditions, geometric arrangements, material 

properties, structural behavior (linear or nonlinear), boundary conditions, etc. The 

mathematical model used to describe the structure may be too idealized to represent 

realistic structural behavior. The structural joints and supports are rarely fixed or pinned, 

i.e., they are partially restrained. Just before the failure, a structure is expected to behave 

highly nonlinearly. The load combinations that caused the failure may be highly 

unpredictable. A considerable amount of uncertainty is also introduced during the 

manufacturing, fabrication, and construction process. Thus, all of the aforementioned 

factors should be considered in the context of uncertainty. A large amount of research 

has already been conducted to produce practical methods for the quantification of the 

reliability of structures and their usage in designs. 
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There has been a need for efficient and accurate reliability estimation method of 

nonlinear structures subjected to short duration time-variant loadings. No such procedure 

is currently available. Conceptually, the consideration of the uncertainties in dynamic 

loadings can be introduced in several ways. Two attractive choices are (i) the nonlinear 

random vibration techniques, and (ii) time-history analysis. In the random vibration 

approach, the cumulant closure, perturbation, Fokker-Planck, stochastic averaging or 

stochastic equivalent linearization methods can be used; however, they may not be 

appropriate because most of these methods generally require too much computational 

effort to solve problems more complex than single degree of freedom system. 

Furthermore, only few of them inherently deal with the uncertainty of system parameters. 

Therefore, the incorporation of uncertainties in the time-history analysis is very desirable 

for the reliability analysis of structures subjected to dynamic loadings. 

To the best of author's knowledge, no procedure is currently available for this 

type of problem. The stochastic finite element method proposed by Haldar and Gao 

(1997) can be used for this purpose. However, it was developed for static loading only. 

The reliability in time domain can be calculated using this method by representing the 

dynamic load by a series of static impulses. However, it could be extremely tedious and 

may not be practical for real structures. The direct Monte Carlo simulation is another 

possibility. However, as will be explained later, its use in the estimation of reliability of 

stractures excited by seismic loadings may not be practical. Response surface method 

has the potential. However, it needs to be modified and incorporated before it can be 

applied to the class of problem under consideration. 
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To achieve the objectives of the proposed study, a hybrid method is proposed 

here. It consists of finite element method (FEM), first-order reliability method (FORM), 

and response surface method (RSM). 

1.2. Objectives and Scope 

The main objectives are 

1. Develop a unified nonlinear time-domain dynamic reliability analysis algorithm 

considering structures and loading conditions as realistically as possibly. 

2. Extend the algorithm to consider various types of short duration loadings 

including seismic loadings. 

3. Develop a computer program to implement the algorithm (RSDRA). 

4. Verify the algorithm using the Monte Carlo simulation technique. 

5. Using the verified algorithm, conduct an extensive parametric study to consider 

uncertainty in the frequency content of the seismic loading. 

1.3. Organization 

The work is presented in several chapters. In chapter 2, the existing literatures on 

structural reliability methods and classical stochastic finite element methods are 

reviewed. The nonlinear structural analysis methods related to this study are also 

discussed very briefly. 
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In chapter 3, the dynamic governing equations and formulas for nonlinear beam-

column elements based on the assumed stress method are briefly summarized. 

In chapter 4, the response surface methodology and its important elements 

including the polynomial representation of a response surface, degrees of the polynomial 

required for the present study, experimental design types and region, and the analysis of 

variance, are discussed. 

In chapter 5, a unified dynamic reliability analysis algorithm for nonlinear 

structures in time-domain is developed. Considering efficiency and accuracy, the two 

most promising schemes are suggested depending on the number of random variables to 

be considered. The algorithm is developed for both in serviceability and strength limit 

states. With help of examples, the proposed algorithm is verified in terms of its accuracy, 

efficiency, and robusmess. 

In chapter 6, the uncertainty in the time-variant loading is discussed. A 

parametric study conducted to consider uncertainty in the frequency content of 

earthquake excitations. 24 acceleration time-histories recorded at 12 locations of the 

Northridge earthquake of 1994 are used for the parametric study. 

Chapter 7 contains the summary, conclusions, and recommendations of the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The risk and reliability have become an important part of structural analysis 

and/or design in recent years. The challenge to the profession is now how to estimate 

structural reliability accurately and efficiently. Some of the basic and advanced 

reliability methods are reviewed in this chapter. 

2.1. Reliability Analysis Methods 

The safety of a structure is a function of the loads acting on it and the capacity of 

the members. However both the loads and resistances are unpredictable. 

Suppose Q is the load effect and R is the resistance of a structural member. Both 

Q and R are random variables. The uncertainty in them can be represented by their 

probability density function (PDF); that is,y^(r) andy^^). The failure of the element is 

defined as when R is less than Q. It can be calculated as 

P ,  = P { R < Q )  =  P { g { R , O) < 0} = (r,q)drdq (2.1) 
n 

where fR.(^r,q) is the joint probability density function of the two variables and Q is the 

failure region. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.1. The area of overlap between 

the two curves (the shaded region) in Figure 2.1 represents a qualitative measure of the 
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Figure 2.1 Qualitative of the probability of failure 

probability of failure. 

Risk or reliability is generally estimated corresponding to a performance 

requirement. This leads to the concept of performance function or limit state function. 

Equation (2.1) can now be expressed in terms of a performance function for R and Q as 

g(R,Q)  =  R-Q (2.2)  

In reality, the reliability of a structure involves multiple variables, i.e., R and O 

are functions of several other variables. A multi-dimensional integral is very difficult to 

calculate. Several different procedures are developed to evaluate Equation (2.1). A 

generalized limit state function of a multiple random variable problem is defined by: 
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g ( x )  =  g ( x , , x 2 , - , x „ ;  (2.3) 

where X is a set of basic random variables of the structure, n is the number of random 

variables, and the function g(X) determines the performance or state of the system. 

Let g(X) = 0 define the limit state, g(X) < 0 the failure state, and g(X) > 0 the safe 

state. Then, the probability of failure corresponding to the limit state can be calculated as 

(Haldar and Mahadevan, 2000; Ang and Amin, 1968; Benjamin and Lind, 1969; Cornell, 

1969; Shinozuka and Itagaki, 1966) 

where^(jc) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of random variables x. 

The primary purpose of reliability analysis is to evaluate the multidimensional 

integral in Equation (2.4). It is practically either very difficult or impossible to calculate 

probability of failure for realistic structures and systems using Equation (2.4) since the 

joint PDF of n random variables are not generally available. Furthermore, explicit 

expressions for limit states may not be available for realistic structures. Thus, available 

reliability methods for explicit and implicit limit state need to be discussed separately. 

2.2. Reliability Analysis Methods with Explicit Limit State Functions 

Most of the work on risk and reliability in the past was limited to the case when 

the limit state is explicit flmction of all the random variables presented in the problem. 

(2.4) 
g ( . X ) < 0  
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For the ease of discussion, they can be subdivided into two groups: (1) methods based on 

reliability index or safety index and (2) methods based on calculating the probability of 

failure directly. 

2.2.1. Methods based on Safety Index 

In practice, the available information or data may be sufficient only to evaluate 

the first and second moments; namely, the mean and variances of random variables (and 

perhaps the covariance between pairs of variables). Therefore, practical measures of 

reliability must often be limited to the functions of these first two moments leading to the 

second-moment formulation (Cornell, 1969; Ang and Cornell, 1974). Using the second-

moment formulation approach, several methods have been developed that use a 

"Reliability Index" or "Safety Index", p, to express the underlying structural reliability. 

They are the Mean Value First Order Second Moment method (MVFOSM) (Cornell, 

1969), Generalized Safety Index (Hasofer-Lind, 1974), First-Order Reliability Method 

(FORM) (Rackwitz-Fiessler, 1978; Chen-Lind, 1982), and Second-Order Reliability 

Method (SORM) (Fiessler et. al., 1979). 

In MVFOSM, distributional information on random variables is ignored, even if it 

is available. In the other methods, the distributional information is used to locate the 

most failure point or design or checking point on the limit state. The reliability index is 

estimated by calculating the minimum distance from the origin to the checking point in 

the reduced variable space. These methods are briefly discussed in the following 

sections. 
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2.2.1.1. Mean Value First Order Second Moment (MVFOSM) Method 

To estimate P/using the multiple integral in Equation (2.4), it is necessary that all 

the distributions of x be known. However, the information may not be available. In this 

case, MVFOSM may be used to provide a "measure" of reliability. In this approach, the 

limit state is expressed in a Taylor series expansion; 

where "over bar" means that the partial derivatives are evaluated at the mean values of 

the random variables. 

Considering only the linear terms in the series, the fu^st order approximate mean 

•=i Jx ^ i=' J x  
(2.5) 

(fag) and variance (ag~) of g(X) are expressed as 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

If the random variables are statistically independent. 

(2.8) 
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Then the reliability index p is defined as 

(2.9) 

Generally, the lager value of p indicates the smaller value of Pf. However, the 

general applications of the reliability index obtained from MVFOSM are not justified due 

to lack of formulation invariance (Ditlevsen, 1973; Veneziano, 1974). The obvious 

weakness of this method is that it fails to be invariant under different but "mechanically 

equivalent" formulations of the same performance function. This weakness was 

addressed by Hsofer and Lind (1974). 

2.2.1.2. Hasofer-Lind "Generalized Safe Index" Method 

Hasofer and Lind (1974) introduced a geometrical definition of the reliability 

index, which is invariant to mechanical formulation of the performance fimction. In this 

method, the reliability index is the shortest distance, in the reduced variable space from 

the mean to the failure surface if the random variables in the problem are all normal and 

uncorrelated. 

The method is described as follows: 

1. Define the set of uncorrelated reduced variables 

(2.10) 
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in which |ii and CTi are the mean and standard deviation of the i-th random 

variable. Therefore, X| is a random variable with zero mean and unit standard 

deviation. 

Transform original limit state, g(X) = 0, into the reduced limit state as 

Find the minimum distance from the origin to g(X') giving the generalized safety 

index p. 

The distance from the origin of X' axes to the failure surface g(X') = 0 can be 

calculated as 

distance to the origin can be determined by minimizing the function d, subject 

to the constraint g(X') = 0. This point is known as the design point or 

checking point. 

By using the method of Lagrange multipliers (Shinozuka, 1983), the minimum 

distance can be obtained by using the iteration process as 

g(x')=g(x;,x;,-,x'„)=o (2.U) 

(2.12) 

The point on the failure surface, (.r,'* x^*), having the minimum 
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P = -

n 

I-r /=i 
f Sg ' 

J5( dg V 

(2.13) 

where the derivatives are evaluated at the design point. 

[x[',x['The updated design point in the reduced coordinate is given 

by 

(2.14) 

where 

dx: 
a. = ' ̂x -

i=\ 

/ ' a  ^  
(2.15) 

are the direction cosines along the coordinate axes X ' , .  [n the space of the 

original variables, the design point is 

=l^x. -a[^x.P (2.16) 

The Hasofer-Lind approach provides information on the reliability index that is 
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invariant to the formulation of the limit state because the exact failure surface is taken 

into account. The Hasofer-Lind reliability index can be exactly related to the probability 

of failure when all the random variables are normally distributed. However, if the 

variables are not normally distributed, as is common in structural problems, the 

relationship between reliability index and the probability of failure is no longer reliable. 

Thus, the Hasofer-Lind reliability method also has limitations. When the variables are 

non-normal, the reliability can be estimated using FORM/SOllM as described in the 

following sections. 

2.2.1.3. First Order Reliability Method (FOEIM); Rackwitz-Fissler (R-F) and Chen-Lind 
(C-L) Algorithms 

Rosenblatt (1952) suggested that a non-normal basic random variable Xi can be 

transformed to a standard normal variable, X,' as 

(2.17) 

and the inverse transformation is 

'V, = (2.18) 

By substituting X' into the original limit state function, g(X), the transformed 

limit state function, g(X'), can be formulated. Since the inverse transformation is 

generally nonlinear, its formation could be extremely complicated. It is impossible to 
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conduct the inverse transformation for non-continuous distribution functions, making the 

mathematical and numerical problem extremely complicated. However, using a Taylor 

series expansion of Equation (2.1) and considering only linear terms at the design point, 

the transformation can be approximated by equating the CDF and the PDF at the design 

point (Leporati. 1977). 

Rackwitz and Fiessler (1987) extended the Hasofer-Lind safety index concept to 

include distributional information of the random variables by transforming the non-

normal variables into equivalent normal variables at the checking point. The scheme 

equates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the probability density function 

(PDF) of the original and the equivalent distributions at the checking point (that is; the 

design point) by calculating equivalent mean fa and the standard deviation as 

where Fi andy[ are the non-normal distribution and density functions of Xi respectively, 

and (I> and (j) are the distribution and density functions of a standard normal variable. 

Therefore, since the space of the reduced variables is now the space of standard normal 

variables, the reliability index p can be calculated by Equation (2.13). The R-F scheme is 

(2.19) 

and 

(2.20) 
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recognized as efficient because it does not require the knowledge of the exact limit state 

in the standard normal space and avoids the difficulties related to the inverse 

transformation by using the equivalent normal concept. 

Chen and Lind (1982) suggested an extension of the Rackwitz-Fiessler algorithm 

by using a three-parameter equivalent normal distribution. An additional scale factor was 

used to match the slope of the PDF at the checking point, in addition to matching the PDF 

and CDF. In some cases, performance of C-L algorithm may be better than R-F 

algorithm. In general, however, there is no clear evidence that C-L consistently produces 

better P/estimates than R-F. 

The R-F algorithm and the C-L algorithm are also called as the First Order 

Reliability Method (FORM) because the limit state is approximated linearly at the design 

point in computing P/ The drawback of FORN'I is that P/= <I>(-p) is not exact when the 

transformed limit state is nonlinear. Nevertheless, FORM has been extensively used by 

many researchers because of its simplicity and versatility. 

2.2.1.4. Second Order Reliability Method (SORM) 

The error in computing the probability of failure using FOEIM could be significant 

if a transformation of the limit state or the limit state itself is highly nonlinear. It 

motivated the Second Order Reliability Method (SORM) that uses second order 

approximations to represent the limit state. Two types of approximations have resulted: 



1. The failure surface is approximated locally by a quadratic surface at the 

design point (Breitung, 1984; Der Kiureghian et ai., 1987; Fiessler et 

al., 1979; Hohenbichler et al., 1987); and 

2. The failure surface is approximated globally by a set of tangent 

hyperplanes, i.e.. by a polyhedral surface (Ditlevsen. 1984; Madsen et 

al., 1986). 

Since SORM utilizes more accurate information about the limit state, it promises 

better estimates in computing Pf. relative to FORM. However, it is expected to be quite 

complicated and time-consuming than FORM because its formulations require second-

order partial derivatives of the performance function on ±e transformed space, whose 

evaluation might be extremely difficult when comple.x structures are considered and the 

number of random variable is large. Also, there is no entirely convincing evidence that 

SORM could produce consistently accurate results than FORM. 

Considering conceptual simplicity and efficiency, FORM is more practical 

method than SORM for general engineering problems. Further research is required to 

develop simpler SORM. 

2.2.2. Methods based on Pr 

Methods that calculate the probability of failure, Pf, directly without using safety 

index include distribution-fitting, Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), simulation with 

importance sampling, etc. 
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2.2.2.1. Distribution-Fitting Method 

Distribution-fitting method is a traditional approach to solve the reliability 

problem. A cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the vmconditional probability of 

failure is fitted by a random sampling of response values and then this CDF is estimated 

at the desired response threshold to yield a failure probability value. This approach is 

simple and straightforward but the accuracy of the results depends upon the accuracy of 

the appro.ximating CDF and, thus, upon the number of random samples used to fit the 

CDF. The number of random samples required for an accurate forecast of the failure 

probability is generally larger than is practical to generate. 

2.2.2.2. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

Generally. Monte Carlo simulation is used in research and development work as a 

check on other reliability techniques. It is a conceptually easy, robust, and consistent 

method among the reliability methods available. It is also an approximate solution to 

Equation (2.4). In this approach, N independent samples of the vector of random variable 

X are generated from the joint PDF^(jc). For each sample, x^'\ the performance fimction 

or limit state function g(X) is evaluated. If g(X) < 0, then it is counted as a failure. The 

ratio of the total number of failures to the number of sample (A/) is then used as an 

estimate of probability of failure P/. 

N ,  
P r =  ^  
f N 

(2.21) 
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where A^is the total number of failure. 

The major deficiency of MCS is that it could be very inefficient. If Pf  i s  relatively 

small, say < 10"^, and a very large number of random variables are present in a problem, 

estimating /*/using MCS could be very tedious. 

2.3. Reliability Analysis Methods with Implicit Limit State Functions 

The limit state function may not be available in an explicit (closed) form of the 

input variables. In many realistic problems, it may only be available in an implicit or 

algorithmic form, such as a finite element analysis. In such cases, several computational 

approaches could be used for the reliability analysis. They can be broadly divided into 

three categories, based on their essential philosophy, as (1) Monte Carlo simulation 

(including efficient sampling method and variance reduction techniques), (2) classical 

Stochastic Finite element method, and (3) Response Surface approach. 

2.3.1. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) c<m be used for both the explicit and implicit limit 

state functions. A set of pseudo-random numbers with appropriate probability 

distribution is generated to simulate realistic combinations for the values of the input 

variables. For each set, the load effects and the failure status corresponding to a 

performance function are evaluated by using a deterministic analysis procedure, for 

example, a finite element method. Then, the failure probability or the response statistics 
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are calculated using a large number of simulation results. The efficiency of the 

simulation can be improved by variance reduction techniques. 

To use MCS when the limit state function is implicit, an algorithm is necessary. 

The structural response is used to evaluate g(X) deterministically for each set of input 

variables. The failure probability can be estimated after performing deterministic 

analyses as many as the number of simulation. However, if the deterministic structural 

analysis is time-consuming, as in the case of structures with numerous finite elements, 

then Monte Carlo simulation may tend to become impractical. 

2.3.2. Classical Stochastic Finite Element Method (SFEM) 

Finite element method (FEM) is generally used in the deterministic analysis of 

complicated structural systems. This way complicated structural and material properties, 

load conditions, connections and supports condition, and linear and nonlinear behavior 

can be addressed. However, most of the input variables are stochastic in a nature. 

Incorporation of uncertainty in FEM leads to the SFEM concept. 

Since the basic variables are stochastic, every quantity computed during the 

deterministic analysis, being a function of the basic variables, is also stochastic. 

Therefore, the efficient way to arrive at the stochastic response may be to keep account of 

the stochastic variation of the quantities at every step of the deterministic analysis, in 

terms of the stochastic variation of the basic variables. 

Although the basic idea is conceptually simple, its implementation in actual 

analysis involves the computation and assembly of large matrices of partial derivatives of 
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the various quantities in terms of the basic variables, and the devising of methodologies 

to discretize the spatially correlated random fields such that they can be used effectively 

in the analysis. There are two main strategies of SFEM: (1) perturbation approach and 

(2) reliability approach 

2.3.2.1. Perturbation Approach 

Because the random variables can be presented as deterministic perturbation 

(Nakagiri and Hisada, 1982), it is possible to formulate the perturbation equations and 

solve them using the deterministic finite element method procedures. The perturbed 

solution is based on the first-order or second-order Taylor series expansion of any 

stochastic quantity about a deterministic state. Neumarm expansion method (Shinozuka 

and Nomoto, 1981; Spanos and Ghanem, 1988) has also been used to expand the 

quantities involving the basic random variables. 

The mean state is chosen as the expansion point (the mean-centered perturbation 

method) if the uncertain structural behavior is analyzed in terms of the expectation and 

central moments such as variance. The perturbation approach can be extended for 

application to evaluate reliability indices in the context of the First-Order Second 

Moment method (successive perturbation method), as described by Hisada and Nakagiri. 

In this method, the performance function is continuously expanded about a point starting 

from the mean values until the most probable failure point is obtained using an iterative 

algorithm. 
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The results obtained by the perturbation method can theoretically approach any 

accuracy level depending on the order of the perturbation. However, this involves the 

computation and assembly of higher order partial derivative matrices and increases the 

complexity and size of the problem. Although this method can be applied to a variety of 

problems, it has a severe flaw that the distribution information of random variables is not 

used. 

2.3.2.2. Reliability Approach 

The reliability approach has been formulated and applied for several structural 

problems by Der BCiureghian and Ke (1985) and Mahadevan and Haldar (1989, 1991). It 

is based on the concept of reliability analysis method (FORM/SORM) in conjunction 

with the finite element model. The FEM formulation is modified such that the 

randomness of all system parameters is included using the chain rule of differentiation. 

To implement such an approach, the matrix formulation of FORM/SORM should be 

developed. The performance function, which represents the failure surface of the 

problem, can be expressed in a ^-dimensional Gaussian space for n basic random 

variables by transforming them into the uncorrelated standard normal space. 

An iteration algorithm is used to locate the design point (the most likely failure 

point) on the limit state function G(X) using the first or second order approximations. 

For each iteration, performance function G(X) and its gradient vector VG(X) are 

calculated using finite element models. The following iteration scheme can be used for 

finding the checking point: 
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X.., = x.a. + 
G(x.) 

•"|VG(x.)! 
a ,  (2.22) 

where 

VG ( x )  =  
dG ( x )  dG ( x )  

ox. cx„ 
(2.23) 

a = - VG(x.) 

|VG(x.)| 
(2.24) 

VG(x , )  = 
dG ( ^  dG dG _ 

''sr I CS V 5U CS . 
'j 

dr  
r - l  (2.25) 

where vector r denotes the set of basic random variables pertaining to a structure (e.g., 

loads, material properties, and structural geometry), vector u denotes the set of 

displacements involved in the limit state function, and vector s denotes the set of load 

effects involved in the limit state function (e.g., stress and internal forces). Jij's are the 

Jacobians of transformation. The evaluation of the quantities in Equation (2.25) will 

depend on the problem under consideration and the limit state functions used. 

Once the point is found, the distance firom the origin to this point in the standard 

normal space can be calculated, i.e., the reliability index p and corresponding probability 

of failure can be obtained. 
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The reliability approach has a significant advantage over the perturbation 

approach that this method can utilize the information about the distribution of the random 

variable. It is also possible to obtain the probability density function of the response 

variable in this method. This SFEM based on reliability approach has been proved to be 

very elegant, economical, and accurate. However, currently available SFEM-based 

reliability evaluation procedures carmot be used for short-duration dynamic loadings, 

including seismic loading. Using this algorithm, the reliability can be estimated at every 

time increment of the acceleration of a seismic loading. However, it is very difficult and 

may be too time-consuming to apply this algorithm to the dynamic reliability analysis as 

far as time-domain analysis is concerned. 

After an extensive literature review, the author could not locate any method to 

evaluate reliability in time-domain for seismic loading. After analysis at all the issues 

involved in the problem using the time-history analysis procedure and the author find that 

the RSM in conjunction with either of FORM or MCS technique is the most promising 

method considering efficiency and accuracy. An algorithm incorporating the RSM, 

FEM, and FORM is proposed in chapter 5, and will be discussed later. 

2.3.3. Response Surface Method (RSM) 

Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is a set of statistical techniques designed 

to find the "best" value of the response or to examine the relationship between 

experimental response and variations in the values of input variables. It is also used to 

optimize response quantities, which are influenced by several independent variables. 
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because it provides simple models of complicated processes. Initially, it was developed 

by research scientists performing experiments in biology and in agriculture (Box et al, 

1978). However, it has been used for a variety of problems. It is being used in civil 

engineering only for about a decade. 

The primary purpose of applying RSM in reliability analysis is to approximate 

either the original complex and implicit limit state function (Rajashekhar and 

Ellingwood, 1993; Bucher and Bourgund. 1990; Faravelli, 1989; Kim and Na, 1997) or 

the structural response statistics, i.e., mean value and coefficient of variation of response 

(Wong, 1984; Yao and Wen, 1996) using a simple and explicit polynomial. In the latter 

case (Yao and Wen, 1996), since RSM is not used to approximate the limit state function 

but the structural response statistics, additional approximations are applied to formulate 

the limit state function. Therefore, it may be reasonable to use the RSM as the tool to 

obtain the limit state function for the dynamic problem considered in this study. 

However, the basic RSM may not be efficient. Procedures as how to improve its 

efficiency are discussed in Chapter 4. 

2.4. Nonlinear Structural Analysis 

Structures are expected to behave nonlinearly just before failure. It is important 

that all major sources of nonlinearity are considered in estimating the probability of 

failure. Sources of nonlinearty considered in this study are discussed next. 
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2.4.1. Material Nonlinearity 

Material nonlinearity arises when yielding occurs or if the stress-strain behavior 

exhibits a nonlinear characteristic. For steel structures, material nonlinearity arises when 

yielding spreads through the cross-section (plastification) and along the member length 

(plastic zone) as the moment in the cross-section increases from the initial yield moment 

My to the full plastic moment Mp. Depending on the degree of accuracy desired, two 

models are generally used to consider the material nonlinearity in frame analyses. The 

first model, known as the concentrated plasticity (plastic hinge) model, ignores the 

progressive yielding that takes pace in the cross-section and in the member. The second 

and more sophisticated model, known as the distributed plasticity (plastic zone) model, 

takes into consideration the spread of yield in the cross-section and along the member 

length. Considering the complexity of the problem and the usual practice in the 

profession, the plastic hinge model is used in this study. 

The essential computational problem of material nonlinearity is that equilibrium 

equations must be expressed in terms of material properties that depend on the strains, 

but the strains are not known in advance. The key to solve material nonlinearity 

problems is to properly define a constitutive relationship and the j^eld criterion in tracing 

the unknown strain-stress path. Various yield criteria have been suggested for metals. 

The simple and firequently used yield criteria are the Tresca criterion and the Von Mises 

criterion (Owen and Hinton, 1980). The Tresca criterion states that yielding begins when 

the maximum shear stress reaches a value of the maximum shear stress occurring under 

simple tension. Von Mises suggested that yielding occurs when the distortion energy 
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equals the distortion energy at yield in simple tension. The concept of Von Mises 

criterion is used in this study in the form of the interaction equation of nodal forces. 

2.4.2. Geometric Nonlinearity 

The effects of geometric nonlinearity give rise to the secondary moments which 

caused by the axial force acting either through the lateral displacement of the member 

relative to its chord {P - S) or through the relative lateral displacement of the two ends of 

the member (P - A), and the finite rigid body deformation with small to moderate relative 

rotation of a member. 

A nonlinear analysis often entails an iterative type procedure to obtain solutions 

(Clough and Penzien, 1993; El-Zanaty and Murray, 1983; Meek and Tan, 1984; 

Nedergaard and Pedersen, 1985; Yang and McGuire, 1986a, 1986b; Zienkiewicz, 1979) 

since the deformed geometry of the structure is not known during the formulation of the 

equilibrium and kinematic relationships. Thus, the analysis usually proceeds in a step-

by-step incremental manner. The deformed geometry of the structure is obtained from a 

preceding cycle of calculations. In the application of the beam-column or finite element 

approach to nonlinear structural analyses, one has to update the stiffness matrix 

continuously in order to take account of the nonlinear effects that are present. Since the 

equilibrium configuration of the structure changes constantly, it is therefore necessary to 

carry out the analysis in a series of load increments. The equilibrium and kinematic state 

of the structure at the end of one load increment are used to formulate the stif&iess 
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relationship for the solution of the next load increment. Thus, the solution of a nonlinear 

problem is obtained by a series of linearized analyses. 

There are various solution schemes available for the solution of nonlinear 

problems. The four most commonly used schemes are: (1) the load control method, (2) 

the displacement control method (Pian and Tong, 1970; Zienkiewicz, 1971), (3) the arc 

length control method (Crisfield, 1983; Forde and Stiemer, 1987), and (4) the work 

control method (Karamanlidis et al., 1980; Yang, 1984). Both the arc length control 

method and the work control method are superior to the others in that they can be used 

for problems that e.xhibit limit point, snap-through and snap-back behavior. The arc 

length method is used in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DETERMINISTIC NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC 
ANALYSIS 

3.1. Introduction 

An efficient and accurate analytical procedure to evaluate the nonlinear djoiamic 

and seismic responses of frames having large deformation in the time domain using the 

assumed stress-based FEM is examined in this chapter. Since the fundamentals of the 

procedure are available in the literature (Haldar and Nee, 1989a; Gao and Haldar, 1995), 

only the essential features are briefly discussed. 

In the structural reliability analysis, the nonlinear behavior of structures can not 

be avoided because most structures develop nonlinear behavior just before the failure. 

Standard design codes, e.g.. the Load and Resistance Factored Design (LRPD) code 

proposed by the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc., has suggested the use of 

such procedures. To evaluate the safely of complicated structures in the presence of 

different sources of nonlinearity, a finite element method (FEM)-based formulation is 

desirable since it is also the first step in a conventional deterministic analysis. In this 

way, different factors (support and cormection conditions, geometric and material 

conditions, etc.) and the nonlinearity associated with them can be easily incorporated. 

The efficiency of the deterministic FEM is very important in the implementation 

of the proposed nonlinear reliability analysis for the structures subjected to dynamic or 
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actual seismic loading since the analysis is based on tracking the uncertainty propagating 

through the steps of deterministic analysis. Obviously, an economical FEM-based 

method would be highly desirable. 

In the context of the efficiency of deterministic finite element methods, the FEM 

is mainly divided into two categories; that is displacement-based FEM and stress-based 

FEM. In the assumed displacement-based FEM, either the total Lagrangian or updated 

Lagrangian formulation (Bathe, 1982; Kani and McConnel, 1987) is used. The 

Hermitian functions are employed to incorporate the transverse as well as axial 

deformations of an element and the appropriate nonlinear terms are retained in the strain-

displacement relationships. The nature of these formulations requires a large number of 

elements to model a member with large deformation. The need for a large number of 

elements makes this approach computationally uneconomical. Although explicit 

formulations can be obtained to evaluate the integral of the stif&iess matrix, the drawback 

of using a large number of elements is still unavoidable. Conceptually, the most efficient 

way to analyze a nonlinear problem is to use fewer elements and express the tangent 

stiffhess matrix explicitly. 

It has been reported in the literature and observed by the several researchers 

(Kondoh and Atluri, 1987; Shi and Atluri, 1988; Haldar and Nee, 1989a) that the assumed 

stress-based finite element method has many advantages over the displacement-based 

method, particularly for nonlinear analysis of large deformation problems. In the assumed 

stress-based finite element method, the tangent stifiBiess can be expressed in explicit form, 

the stresses of an element can be obtained directly, fewer elements are required in 
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describing a large deformation configuration (sometimes as low as half the elements 

required by the other method), and integration is not required to obtain the tangent stiffeess. 

Different sources of nonlinearity can be incorporated without losing its basic simplicity. It 

is very acciurate and efficient in analyzing nonlinear responses. Since the proposed study is 

expected to be computationally more demanding than the conventional deterministic finite 

element method, the desirable features of the assumed stress-based method need to be 

exploited to the fullest extent. The stress-based finite element method is used in this study 

to develop dynamic and seismic governing equations for plane and space frame structures 

as discussed briefly in the following section. 

3.2. Dynamic Governing Equation 

Using the modified Newton-Raphson method with the arc length procediu-e, the 

linear iterative strategy for solving static nonlinear structural problems can be expressed 

at time r+A/ as: 

_f-r^ p(A-) _ Z + (3 1) 

where ' K'*' is the global tangent stiffhess matri.x of the iteration at time t ,  is 

the incremental displacement vector of the A:"* iteration at time ^+A/ , is the 

external load vector of the ^ iteration at time r+A/, and is the internal force 

vector of the (A:-l )^ iteration at time /+A/. 

In order to obtain an equilibrium equation for the nonlinear dynamic analysis, the 
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static equilibrium equation. Equation (3.1), is modified by adding inertia, damping, and 

seismic force vectors. Therefore, the nonlinear dynamic equilibrium equation can be 

expressed as: 

where M is the mass matrix, 'C  is the viscous damping coefficient matrix at time t ,  and 

j-A/jj(i) seismic ground acceleration vector of the iteration at time r+A/. All 

other terms in Equation (3.2) were described earlier. 

The procedures to estimate all these parameter matrices are discussed briefly here. 

First, for the mass matrix, M, either a lumped mass matrix or consistent mass matrix can 

be used. Second, using the assumed stress method, the tangent stif&iess matrix and the 

in te rna l  fo rce  vec tor  fo r  each  beam-column e lement  a t  the  i t e ra t ion  a t  a  g iven  t ime  t  

can be expressed explicitly depending on whether the material nonlinearity is considered 

or not. They are not provided in here since they are widely available in the literature 

(Haldar and Nee, 1989a; Kondoh and Atluri, 1987; Shi and Atluri, 1988). Finally, the 

damping matrix 'C in Equation (3.2) is considered to be viscous in this study. Using the 

equivalent viscous damping varying between 0.1% to 7% of the critical damping (Leger 

and Dussault, 1992), the effect of non-yielding energy dissipation is incorporated into the 

mathematical formulation. This simplified mathematical model and representation of the 

viscous damping may effect greatly on the seismic responses. The damping can be 

modeled as mass proportional, stiffness proportional, or Rayleigh damping. In Rayleigh 
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damping, the damping is assumed to be proportional to a combination of the mass and the 

stiffness matrices. In this study, a modified Rayleigh damping (Leger and Dussault, 

1992) is used and expressed as follows 

'C = aM + y 'K + ̂ Ko (3.3) 

where M is the mass matrix, 'K is the tangent stiffness matrix, Ko is the initial stif&iess 

matrix and a, y, ^ are proportional constants which can be evaluated from the natural 

frequencies of the stmcture. The use of both the elastic stiffhess and the tangent stiffness 

is a very rational approach in estimating energy dissipated by viscous damping in a 

nonlinear seismic analysis. All the parameters required solving the nonlinear dynamic 

equilibrium equation. Equation (3.2), are now available in explicit form. 

In general, two groups of numerical methods in the time domain procedure can be 

used to obtain the dynamic response of a system, namely, mode superposition and direct 

integration methods. 

In the mode superposition method, the equations of motion are decoupled and 

they are solved by Duhamel's integral (Clough and Penzien, 1993). The superposition of 

the solutions of all modes provides the total response of the system. It is widely known 

that it is impractical to use the normal mode superposition method in nonlinear dynamic 

analysis since the stiffhess matrix and the normal modes vary in each iteration. 

In direct integration method, the nonlinear dynamic equilibriimi equation. 

Equation (3.2), is integrated using a step-by-step numerical procedure. Instead of trying 

to satisfy the equation at all instants of time, the procedure aims to satisfy the equation at 
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each discrete time interval A/ apart by solving a system of simultaneous algebraic 

equations. An arbitrary variation of displacements, velocities, and accelerations within 

each time interval A/ is assumed. Clough and Penzien (1993) as well as Bathe (1982) 

concluded that the step-by-step integration procedure is the most powerful technique for 

nonlinear dynamic analysis. In this approach, the nonlinear nature of the system is 

accounted for by using new properties appropriate to the current deformed state at the 

beginning of each time increment. The velocity and displacement computed at the end of 

a computational interval are used as the initial conditions for the next interval. Thus, the 

process is continued step by step from the initial starting point to any desired time. 

Consequently, the step-by-step method provides a general approach to evaluate the 

nonlinear response of structures and is very effective and convenient, especially for the 

time domain analysis. 

Newmark's direct integration method is used in this study in solving the nonlinear 

governing equation, i.e.. Equation (3.2), due to its accuracy and stability. In this method, 

the displacement and velocity vectors and damping effects within each time step A/ can 

be expressed as 

b^^)='b+[(l-/7) '0+77 (3.4) 

'*^D^*'='D+'DA/+ (y-P)'b + pA/- (3.5) 
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where T| and P are parameters which can be determined appropriately to obtain 

integration accuracy and stability (Brown, 1986; Warburton, 1984). In this study, ri=l/2 

and P=l/4 are assumed. For these values, the acceleration is considered to be constant in 

the interval At. 

From Equation (3.5). the acceleration at time t+At of the k'^ iteration can be 

obtained as 

It is assumed that the displacement and dynamic force vector of the iteration at 

time i+At can be expressed in incremental form as 

- L ( 3 - 6 )  
P^A/-^ ^2 j J 

Substituting Equation (3.6) into Equation (3.4), the velocity at time /+A/ of the 

iteration can be derived as 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

l-rAl 
(3.8) 

t+At jp(^) p(A-l) (3.9) 
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Substituting Equation (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) into Equation (3.2), and manipulating 

and assembling similar terms together, and using Equations (3.8) and (3.9), the governing 

equation can be expressed as 

where 

(3.11) 

and ' is the increment of the relative displacement vector for the free degrees of 

freedom. ' is the dynamic tangent stiffness matri.x and can be shown to be 

'K^=/;M+//K (3.12)  

and are the modified external force and its incremental vector, 

respectively. The modified external force vector can be expressed as 

p(A-i) _|y| (3 13) 

and ' ' is the internal force vector of the system. 

The term in Equation (3.13) is the modified force vector contributed 

by the displacement, velocity and acceleration at time t and displacement at time t+At, 
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and can be written as 

p(i-» ^ jyi[y|' D+/,' b+/,' b-y; j+'K[/5' d+/, ' b+// b-/, j(3.i4) 

The incremental external force term can be shown to be 

(3.15) 

The coefficients./i's, are constants and can be evaluated in terms of r|, a, p, y, and 

A/ as (Nee and Haldar, 1989) 

'  pA/-  PA/ 
(3.16) 

- pA/ 
(3.17) 

/ = + -! a 
PA/ P 

(3.18) 

/4 = 
/ J \ f - • ^ 

1 
v2P y 

tja J _1_ 

v2p nj 
At (3.19) 

/5 = 
rjtt 
pA/ 

(3.20) 
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(3.21) 

\ 

—-Y A/ 
2P ' j  

(3.22) 

Equation (3.10) now can be solved by the modified Nevvton-Raphson method. Once the 

displacements are obtained, the member forces can be calculated accordingly. 

A computer program, DYNPR, has been developed for this purpose and 

e.xtensively verified using information available in the literature. It is, therefore, used to 

estimate the structural responses such as lateral or vertical displacement at any location 

and axial force, shear force, or bending moment for any element of the structure. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Introduction 

The response surface approach (Khuri and Cornell, 1996) is a set of statistical 

techniques designed to obtain the best value or values of the response considering the 

uncertainty or variations in the input variables. The response surface method (RSM) can 

furnish at least a better understanding of the overall response of the system if it is difficult 

for one to obtain the best value or values because of the very limited available resources. 

In most cases, any physical, mechanical, or structural response is the outcome of certain 

governing laws that can be expressed by a relationship between the response and the set 

of input variables. Therefore, finding the best conditions of the input variables to 

optimize a desired response is possible and important. The strategy employed both in the 

relationship and in the best conditions is the basis of response surface method. The 

subject of RSM includes not only application of regression analysis but also other 

techniques (e.g., experimental design, analysis of variance, etc.) to obtain a better 

understanding of the characteristics of the response system under consideration. 

The RSM is an important element of the proposed study. The primary purpose of 

applying RSM to reliability analysis in this study is to approximate the original complex 

and implicit limit state fimction for dynamic problems using simple and explicit 
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polynomials. Details of the response surface methodology are discussed in the following 

sections. 

4.2. Degree of Polynomials in Response Surface Method 

4.2.1. The Polynomial Representation of a Response Surface 

Selection of the true value of the general structural response quantity Y can be 

considered the flmction of a vector of system parameters (Xj, X2, X3,..., Xk). 

Y = g(X) = g(X,,X,,--,X,) (4.1) 

The function g( ) is called the true response function and is assumed to be 

continuous function of the X,. If g(X) is a continuous and smooth function, then it is 

possible to represent it locally to any required degree of approximation with a Taylor 

series expansion about some arbitrary point z = (zi, Zz, ..., Zt), that is. 

S( \ )  = giz)  +  ̂ ^  (X,-z,XX,-Z,KH.O.T. H-J) 

where H.O.T. stands for Higher Order Terms, and the first and second derivatives, that is, 

are evaluated at z = (zi, Z2, ..., Zk). The above equation reduces to " •and — cX. cX- cX.X 

a polynomial of the form 



Y=g(X) = P.  +i ;p ,X.  +2|3„Xr +2;2P,X,X,  +H.O.T.  
1=1 1=1 1=1 J>l 
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(43) 

where po. Pi, Piu and py are called regression coefficients which depend on z and the 

derivatives of g(X) at z. By terms only up to degree I, a first order model can be 

obtained as 

Y = g(X) = Po+5]p.X,+8 (4.4) 
1=1 

and by terms up to degree 2, a second order model can also be expressed as 

Y = g(X) = p, +2P,X, +i;p.xr +|;XP,X,X, (4.5) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 J>l 

where s is a random error and includes the error from neglecting the higher order terms to 

fit the response. From the above Equation (4.5), without considering the cross terms, 

X,Xj, a second order model is obtained and can be expressed as 

Y = g(x)  = p .+^p,x,+ | ;p„xr- i -c  (4.6)  
.=1 1=1 

where 8 is a random error and includes the error from neglecting the higher order terms to 

fit the response. 
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4.2.2. Degree of Polynomials 

Conceptually, any degree of polynomial with a Taylor series expansion can be 

used to represent a response surface. However, use of polynomials greater than a second 

order is generally limited in RSM since they require tremendous number of additional 

terms in their polynomial, particularly when a large number of variables are to be 

considered, requiring even more numbers of e.xperimental sampling points. 

The degree of polynomials to be used in a response surface depends on the type of 

nonlinearity expected in the response. The nonlinear time domain seismic response of 

structures is considered here. Considering efficiency and accuracy, at least a second 

order polynomial is necessary for the dynamic problem under consideration in this study. 

Therefore, two second order models in Equations (4.6) and (4.5) are considered in this 

study. They are a second order model without cross terms and a second order model with 

cross terms, respectively. 

The response surface equation for two second order models in Equations (4.6) and 

(4.5) can be presented by two types of second order polynomial, i.e., without and with 

cross terms, respectively. They are used to fit the response surface and can be expressed 

as: 

k k 

(4.7) 
1=1 i= l  

g{X)=b„ +2b, ,xf+2;Xb,x,x,  
i= l  i= l  i=I  j> l  

(4.8) 
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where X, (/ = L 2,..., k) is the random variable, and bo, bi, bii, and by are unknown 

coefficients to be determined either by solving a set of simultaneous equations or using 

the method of least squares. The number of coefficients for each polynomial in 

Equations (4.7) and (4.8), arep\ = 2^+1 andpt = (Jc+\){k.+2)/2. respectively. 

4.3. Experimental Region and Coded Variables 

4.3.1. Experimental Region 

It is generally known that the narrower experimental region is set up, the more 

accurate polynomial is obtained within that region (Khuri and Cornell, 1996). Therefore, 

it is important to specify the proper range of the region for an experimental design. The 

experimental region is defined as the whole area or space inside of the boundary made of 

all the outer experimental sampling points in the physical variable space. 

In the physical variable space, the coordinate of random variable for the 

experimental sampling point can be expressed as 

= Xf+h,XyCT, where/= and J = 1,2,--- .N (4.9) 

where k is the number of random variables, N is the number of experimental sampling 

points, X' is the coordinate of the center point for a random variable Xj, at is the 

standard deviation of a random variable Xi, hi is an arbitrary factor, and Xij is the coded 
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value in X matrix that depends on the type of experimental design to be applied. The X 

matrix is explained later in Section 5.2. In general, hj is arbitrarily chosen to be in the 

range from 1 to 3 in the literature (Bucher and Bourgund, 1990; Rajashekhar and 

Ellingwood, 1993; fCim and Na. 1997). An attempt to select a proper range for hi is 

pursued in this study and will be explained with help of examples in Chapter 5. 

4.3.2. Defining Coded Variables 

To facilitate the determination of the coefficients in the tvvo second order 

polynomial models in Equations (4.7) and (4.8), the use of coded variables can be 

introduced. It can be obtained from Equation (4.9) and expressed as 

X — 
X, =—Fi  = I,2.-- ,k (4.10) 

h.cT. 

where Xy,  X, j ,  X', hi , Ci ,  and k are explained in the previous section. From Equation 

(4.10), it can be easily shown that the coded values at the center point for random 

variables are all zeros. 

Equation (4.10) is the transformation required going from the system of the input 

variables to a unitless system in the coded variable space. Since coding removes the units 

of measurement of the input variable in an experimental design, it is much simpler to 

form of X or X^X matrix to be used in the coefficient estimation of a polynomial model. 

In general, the simpler the form of X or X^X matrix is, easier it is to invert them and as a 
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result, the greater will be the computational accuracy of the coefficient estimation and the 

reduction in computing time (Snee, 1973). It can also enhance interpretability of the 

coefficient estimates in the model. 

4.4. Experimental Design 

A design, by means of which observed values of the response are collected in 

estimating the parameters in the second order polynomials, i.e.. Equations (4.7) and (4.8), 

is called an experimental design (Khuri and Cornell, 1996). The number of distinct 

experimental sampling points must be at least the number of coefficients, that is p\ ox pj 

as explained in Section 4.2.2, for the second order polynomials. 

Generally, the available design techniques can be divided into two categories: 

classical design and saturated design. It is not necessary to discuss all the techniques and 

their details since they can be easily found in the literature (Box et al, 1978; Khuri and 

Cornell, 1996). However, the brief discussion of e.xperimental designs in the context of 

the second order model is given in the following sections. Some of the salient features of 

the two most promising design techniques, i.e., saturated design (SD) and central 

composite design (CCD) used in this study are discussed in detail in the following 

sections. 
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4.4.1. Classical Design 

In the classical design approach, responses are first calculated at specific data 

points called experimental sampling points and then a regression analysis is carried out to 

formulate the response surface. In this approach, one of the conceptually simpler designs 

is a factorial (factored factorial) design, in which the response values are estimated for 

each variable sampled at equal intervals. In order to fit a second order surface for k input 

variables, the experimental sampling points must have at least three levels for each 

variable. leading to 3^ factorial design. Box and Wilson (1951) introduced a more 

efficient approach, known as the central composite design, for fitting second order 

surfaces. It has been applied to reliability analysis using RSM by several researchers 

(Faravelli, 1989; Yao and Wen, 1996). Also, there are several other designs in the 

classical design category such as the Box-Behnken design, Equiradial design. Uniform 

shell designs, etc. However, in general, they are not superior to the central composite 

design in the context of both accuracy and efficiency. 

4.4.2. Saturated Design 

On the other hand, saturated design (Bucher et al, 1989; Bucher and Bourgund, 

1990; Rajashekhar and Ellingwood, 1993) consists of only as many experimental 

sampling points as the total number of coefficients necessary to define a polynomial. The 

unknown coefficients are obtained by solving a set of linear equations, without using any 

regression analysis. 
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The design can be used for both polynomials in Equations (4.7) and (4.8), that is a 

polynomial without cross terms and a polynomial with cross terms. For the polynomial 

without cross terms, the prediction function g(X) represents the original function g(X) 

along the coordinate axes and at a center point and the design consists of one center point 

and 2k star points (one at +I and one at -I in the coded space for each variable), i.e., the 

total number of experimental sampling points are 2k+\, where k is the number of random 

variables. For the polynomial with cross terms, the design needs additional experimental 

sampling points of k{k-\)/2 for the additional cross terms, making the total number of 

experimental sampling points to (^+l)(A:+2)/2. 

In this design, the surface fits exactly at the experimental sampling points and the 

method needs much fewer experimental sampling points than the central composite 

design, i.e., this design is the most efficient. However, it may lack the statistical 

properties (rotatability, orthogonality, etc.) and the sample space between the axes of 

random variables may not be covered sufficiently, causing inaccuracy in the response 

surface. 

4.4.3. Central Composite Design 

Box and Wilson (1951) introduced the class of central composite designs (CCD) 

as an altemative to the 3^ factorial designs. It consists of a complete 2* factorial design, 

riQ center points («o ^ 1), and two axial points on the axis of each random variable at a 

distance of a from the design center point where a = V?" in order to make the design 

rotatable. 
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This design can only be used for the polynomials in Equation (4.8); that is, a 

polynomial with cross terms. The total number of experimental sampling points is thus N 

= 2'^+2k-i-no_ which is much more than the number of coefficients to be estimated, p = 

ik+\)(k+2)/2. This design, therefore, is more accurate than the saturated design and 

contains several statistical properties, such as the ability to estimate the experimental 

error and to test the adequacy of the model (ANOVA), orthogonality, and rotatability. 

Despite all these merits, it requires an unacceptably high level of computational 

effort with the increase in number of variables for complex systems, and may become 

more time consuming than simulation. For example, for A: = 15, the experimental 

sampling points  required for  the central  composi te  design are  32799 (N = 2 ' ' - i-2xl5+l)  

while the saturated design needs only either 31 (iV = 2x15+1) for a polynomial without 

(15 + 1)(15 + 2)'I ^ 
cross terms or I JO \N = j for a polynomial with cross terms. 

4.5. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Analysis of variance can be carried out to represent measures of information 

about the separate sources of variation (that is, error) for the classical experimental design 

of the response surface method. It is not applicable for the saturated designs explained 

before. All of the error components are computed by utilizing various residual simis of 

squares and the associated degrees of freedom. 

For a problem with N experimental sampling points, the total variation in N 

experimental data is called the total sum of squares (SST) and can be computed as 
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SST = Y^Y-iLXL (4.11) 
N 

where Y is a Nx I vector of actual response values and 1^ is a 1 xA/^ vector of ones. The 

quantity SST has associated with it OV-1) degrees of freedom. 

The total sum of squares can be partitioned into two parts, the sum of squares due 

to regression (SSR), which is explained by the fitted response model, and the sum of 

squares of the residuals (SSE). which is unaccounted for by the fitted response model. 

The SSR is estimated as 

SSR = Y^Y-^^ (4.12) 
N 

where Y is the yVx I vector of response values from the fitted surface. If the fitted 

response model contains p coefficients, then the number of degrees of freedom associated 

with SSR is (p-1). 

The SSE can be computed 

SSE = Y^Y-Y^Y (4.13) 

The number of degrees of freedom for SSE is defined as {N-p) which is the 

difference (N-l) -(p-l) = {N-p). The coefficient of determination, /?^, which is a measure 

of the proportion of total variation of the values of Y about its mean explained by the 

fitted response mode, is calculated as 
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/?-=— (4.14) 
SST 

It is often expressed as a percent by multiplying the ratio SSR/SST by 100. 
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CHAPTERS 

A UNIFIED NONLINEAR DYNAMIC RELIABLITY ANALYSIS 
ALGORITHM 

5.1. IntroductioD 

In general, as discussed in Section 2.2, structural performance cannot be 

expressed in a closed form in terms of basic random variables. For most practical 

problems, only an implicit or algorithmic form (such as a finite element analysis) of the 

performance function may be available. In this case, the safety or reliability evaluation of 

the structure becomes very complex and expensive task. Especially for safety evaluation 

of the nonlinear structure subjected to short duration loading or seismic loading in the 

time domain, a finite element-based algorithm is very desirable since the finite element 

method (FEM) has the abilities to address very complex mechanical problems and to 

incorporate the different sources of nonlinearity in its formulation. Seismic loading 

causes a significant amount of damage to structures and is very unpredictable, so safety 

evaluation of nonlinear structures considering uncertainty in the time history of 

earthquakes is very desirable and is expected to be very challenging. 

The proposed algorithm intelligently integrates the concepts of RSM, FEM, 

FORM, and an iterative linear interpolation scheme to search. First, responses for a limit 

state function are generated in terms of k basic random variables by conducting RSM 

around the initial center point with saturated design using a second order polynomial 
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without cross terms and FEM. Using the explicit expression for the limit state fimction 

thus obtained and FORM, the reliability index p and the corresponding checking point 

are obtained. The checking point is used to locate a new center point for the next 

iteration by applying a linear interpolation scheme. The updating of the center point 

continues until it converges to a predetermined tolerance level. In the final iteration, the 

information on the most recent center point is.used to formulate a response surface 

applying either saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms or 

central composite design using a full second order polynomial. This gives an explicit 

expression of the limit state function. The FORM is then used to calculate the reliability 

index and the corresponding final checking point. Details of the salient features of the 

proposed algorithm are discussed in the following sections. 

5.2. Response Surface Model 

In chapter 4, it was mentioned that the second order polynomial is used to fit the 

limit state function because the structural problem is generally complex and the response 

is expected to be highly nonlinear. The first-order may not be appropriate since it will 

fail to incorporate information on curvature of the response surface. 

In this study, considering the form of the polynomial and the selection 

requirements for the experimental sampling points, three models are considered. They 

are Model (I): Saturated deign using a second order polynomial without cross terms. 

Model (2): Saturated design using a full second order polynomial, and Model (3): Central 

composite design using a full second order polynomial. Each model has advantages and 
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disadvantages. They are discussed in the following sections. Since the proposed method 

will use the iterative scheme, the choice of a model to be used at an iteration is a major 

controlling factor for the efficiency and accuracy of the response surface. Several 

schemes are proposed in Section 5.3 according to the purpose of the analysis, i.e., either 

accuracy or efficiency, or both. 

5.2.1. Model (1): Saturated Design using a Second Order Polynomial without Cross 
Terms 

This model is based on a second order polynomial without cross terms. Equation 

(4.7), using saturated design. The polynomial does not contain XjXj (two factor 

interaction) term, the fimction g(X) basically represents the original function g(X) along 

the coordinate axes X;. 

Since this model uses saturated design, the number of its experimental sampling 

points is exactly equal to the number of terms in the model to be fitted. Therefore, this 

model consists of one center point and 2k star points (one at +1 and one at -1 for each 

variable in coded values), i.e. the total number of experimental points, N = p = 2k^\, in 

which k is the number of random variables, N is the number of experimental sampling 

points, and p is the number of undetermined coefficients. The experimental sampling 

points in coded values are represented, as matrix X shown in Table 5.1 for k random 

variables in which X is (A^xAO and N = 2k-^\. 

The graphical representation of the experimental sampling points for Model (1) in 

coded values is shown in Figure 5.1 for ^ = 3. 
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Table 5.1 General representation of the X matrix in coded values for Model (1) 

xo X\ Xl Xk-l Xk ^ 2 ... X/t-i Xk 

I +I -I 0 0 0 +l 0 0 0 

2 +1 +l 0 0 0 +l 0 0 0 

J +1 0 -1 0 0 0 +1 0 0 

^ 4 +l 0 +1 0 0 0 +l 0 0 1 

; 2k-3 +1 0 0 -1 0 

I 

0 0 +1 0 ! 
1 

2k-2 +l 0 0 +l 0 0 0 + 1 0 : 

\ 2k-\ 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 +l 

2k +1 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 +l 

2k+\ +l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

# A center  point  

® Ik axia l  points  

Figure 5.1 Model (1): Saturated Design using a second order polynomial without 
cross terms in the coded variable space for Ar = 3 
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The true performance function g(X) or Y , Equation (4.6), can be represented in 

matrix form as 

Y = Xb + 8 (5.1) 

where Y is the vector of actual responses, and X is a matrix shown in Table 5.1. 

For Model (1), the coefficients, denoted by bo, bi, and bii in Equation (4.7), are 

obtained by solving a set of simultaneous equations, i.e., 

b = X-'Y (5J) 

Since this model requires the least experimental points among three models, i.e., 

the least number of deterministic djmamic analyses, it is the most efficient. For ^ = 15, 

only 31 (=2x15+1) experimental points are needed while 136 [=(15+l)(15+2)/2] 

experimental points for Model (2) and 32799 (=2*^+2x15+1) experimental points for 

Model (3) as will be discussed later. This design, however, will not cover the sample 

space between the axes and it may not be able to represent the response surface 

accurately. However, it can be used in the intermediate steps to increase the efficiency of 

the algorithm at the expense of accuracy. 

5.2.2. Model (2): Saturated Design using a Full Second Order Polynomial with 
Cross Terms 

The response neglecting the cross terms may not be sufficiently accurate in some 
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cases. In such cases, the accuracy of the response can be improved by the inclusion of the 

cross terms, which represent the interaction effect of two variables X; and Xj. Thus, the 

model based on a full second order polynomial with cross terms. Equation (4.8), using 

saturated design can be considered as an alternative for Model (1). 

Since this model uses saturated design as used in the previous model, the total 

e.Kperimental sampling points required are exactly cis many points as the terms in the 

polynomial. Equation (4.8), i.e., N = p = {h<-\)(Jc+2)l2 where N is the number of 

experimental sampling points and p is the number of undetermined coefficients. This 

model (Lucas, 1974) consists of one center point, 2k star points (one at +1 and one at - I 

for each variable in coded values), and k{k-\)l2 edge points. An edge point is a A:-vector 

having ones in the and location and zeros elsewhere. The experimental sampling 

points of this model in coded values are represented as matrix X and is shown in Table 

5.2 for k random variables in which X is {N-x-N) and N = {k+l)(Jc+2)l2. The graphical 

representation of the experimental sampling points for Model (2) in coded values is 

shown in Figure 5.2 for A: = 3. 

The true performance function g(X) or Y , Equation (4.5), can be represented in 

matrix form which is the same as before; i.e., 

Y = Xb + E (5.3) 

where Y is the vector of actual responses, and X is a matrix shown in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 General representation of the X matrix in coded values for Model (2) 

-ro -r, xz Xk- Xi .r,- -vt.r xr x,.2 x,j Xl^ X2J 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Xt-U| 

- 1  - 1  0  

-1 -rl 0 

+ 1 ; 0 -1 

+ 10 +I 

2k-2 

2A--2 

2/t-l 

2k 

-1 i 0 
! 

-I I 0 

- 1  0  

-1 0  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 ; +1 0 

0 ; -ri 0 

0 I 0 +1 

0 ; 0 -rl 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

-I  0 I 0 0 
i 

+ 1 0 0 0 

0  - I  

0 +1 

0 0 

0 0 

-1 0 : 0 

0 -+-110 

0 - I  I 0  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 i 

0 : 

0 

0 ; 

0 i 

i 

0 j 

2k+l 

2k~2 

+i :  + i  +1 

0 

: +i 0 

+1 : -rl 0 

+ 1 1 0  + 1  

0 +i -^1 

0 0 -^-l 0 

* I ' * 

+ l 0 I -f-l 0 

0 +l I +I 0 

0 0  I 0  +1 

0 0 -i-I 0 

0 0 0 +1 

+  1  0 : 0  
I 
j 

0  + 1  I  0  

I 

0 0 i 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 +l 

0 : 

0 

I 

0 ! 

0 I 

i 

0 i 

+  1  I 0  -i- 1  

+ 1 0 +I 

+ I  0  I  0  + 1  

0  + 1 0  - 1  

+1 0 j 0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 

0 +I 0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 

+ 1 

o
 

o
 + l •'"1 0 0 . .. +1 +I 

o
 

o
 0 0 ... 

|yt+2)/2 
+ 1 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 o

 

o
 o

 

o
 

o
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0 A center  point  A 
9 2k axia l  points  
G k(k-l)/2 edge points  

X-, 

Figure 5.2 Model (2): Saturated Design using a full second order polynomial 
with cross terms in the coded variable space for k = 3 

For Model (2), the coefficients, denoted by bo, bi, bij. and by in Equation (4.8), are 

obtained by solving a set of simultaneous equations, i.e.. 

This design is more accurate than Model (I) as discussed in the previous section 

and much more efficient than Model (3) as will be discussed in the next section. But it 

may lack the statistical properties and may not give any estimate of the experimental 

error and adequacy of the model while the central composite design does. In order to use 

this design, it is necessary to assume that the e.xperimental error is small and an 

independent estimate of experimental error is available. In this study, therefore. Model 

(2) is used only in the final iteration for the problem consisting of many random 

variables, say more than 9. 

b  = X- 'Y (5.4) 
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5.2.3. Model (3): Central Composite Design using a Full Second Order Polynomial 
with Cross Terms 

This design was introduced by Box and Wilson (1951) as an alternative class of 

designs to the 3^ factorial designs for a second order polynomial. Equation (4.8). 

The central composite design consists of: (a) a complete 2* factorial design, 

where the factor levels are coded to the usual -1, +l values and is called the factorial 

portion of the design, (b) no center points (no > 1; generally, /7o = I if the numerical 

experiments are conducted), and (c) two axial points on the axis of each design variable 

at a distance of <3r from the design center. This portion is called the axial portion of the 

design. Therefore, the total number of experimental sampling points is thus N = 2^ + 2k + 

no which are much more than the number of the coefficient p = (k-^l)(k+2)/2. The 

experimental sampling points of this model in coded values are represented as matrix X, 

and is shown in Table 5.3 for k random variables in which X is (Nxp) and N is the 

number of experimental sampling points and p is the number of undetermined 

coefficients. 

The graphical representation of the experimental sampling points for Model (3) in 

coded values is shown in Figure 5.3 for A: = 3. 

The true performance function g(X) or Y , Equation (4.5), can be represented in 

matrix form which is the same as before: i.e., 

Y = Xb + s (5.5) 

where Y is the vector of actual responses, and X is a matrix shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 General representation of the X matrix in coded values for Model (3) 

-*^0 -^1 .r^ « • I 
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Xk' X l J l  Xu . •• X i j t  Xij . 

1 + I 
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-rl . .. -i-l -rl i -i-l 
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• •  .  

2 + 1 : +1 -I . .. -1 -I +i -i-1 . .. -i-1 -i-1 
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i -I 
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-I . .. -1 -i-1 . • •  - I !  
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2*-2 -^1 -i-1 -I . -i-I -i-l 
1 

: -+-1 -^1 . .. +1 -i-I -1 -^I .. -i-l -1 . 

2*-1 + I -I + l . .. -M -<-1 i -i-l -i-I -i-1 -1 -I .. . -I -^1 . -i-l : 

2* + 1 -rl -i-l -i-l -i-1 + \ -^1 . +1 -i-1 ^-1 -i-l . -i-l -i-1 . i 

2*-l + 1 -a 0 . .. 0 0 
7 

a" 0 . . 0 0 0 0 .. . 0 0 .. . 0 ; 

i 

2*+2 +a 0 . .. 0 0 
T 

a" 0 . . 0 0 0 0 .. . 0 0 .. • 0 ; 

2*+3 + 1 0 -a .. 0 0 0 
•> 

a" . 0 0 0 0 .. . 0 0 .. . 0 

2*^4 + 1 0 -i-a . 0 0 0 a" . 0 0 0 0 .. . 0 0 .. . 0 

^ 2*^2jt-3 4-1 0 0 .. -a 0 0 0 .. a* 0 0 0 .. 0 0 .. • 0 1 

2*+2A-2 + 1 0 0 .. -ra 0 0 0 .. 
•7 

a' 0 0 0 .. 0 0 .. 
! 

. 0 ! 

2*+2A-l + 1 0 0 .. . 0 -a 0 0 .. . 0 0 0 .. 0 0 .. • 0 I 
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Figure 5.3 Model (3): Central Composite Design using a full second order 
polynomial with cross terms in the coded variable space for ̂  = 3 

For Model (3), the least squares estimates b, denoted by bo, b;, bij, and by in 

Equation (4.8), are obtained by conducting the least squares (regression) analysis, i.e., 

b = (x''x)''x^Y (5.6) 

As including much more experimental sampling points, this model is definitely 

more accurate than the two previous models. It also contains several statistical 

properties, such as ability to estimate the experimental error and to test the adequacy of 

the model (ANOVA explained in Section 4.5), orthogonality that can make the 

calculation of (X^X) very simple, and rotatability that is used to obtain the uniform 

precision of the predicted value. In spite of all these merits, it can lead to unacceptably 

high computational efforts with the increase in number of variables for complex systems 

and may become more t ime consuming than s imulat ion,  e .g .  for  A: =  15,  AT =  2*^ +2x15 + 
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1 = 32799. In this research. Model (3) is used in the final iteration when the number of 

random variables in the problem is not too many, say less than 9. Otherwise, it can be 

used for verification purpose. 

5.2.4. Comparison between Three Models 

The three models are compared in Table 5.4 in terms of required p and N 

according to the number of random variables k. 

Table 5.4 Comparison of the Three Models 

Model Number of Coefficients k Number of Sample Points 

7 J 7 

Model (1) p = 2k+ 1 17 8 17 N = 2 k + i  

25 12 25 

10 -y J 10 
(k + l)ik + 2) 

1 
Model (2) 45 8 45 

(k + l)ik + 2) 
1 

_ ik + \){k + 2) 91 12 91 

(k + l)ik + 2) 
1 

2 10 J 15 

Model (3) 45 8 273 A^=2^ + 2yt+l  

91 12 4142 

Number of experimental sampling points is directly related to the efficiency of the 

model since each experimental sampling point represents a deterministic dynamic FEM 

analysis in this study. The most efficient model is Model (1) and it is thus used during 

the intermediate iteration process to find a final center point. On the other hand, in spite 
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of all the merits of Model (3) as explained earlier, it may suffer from the inefficiency 

when the number of random variables is large. Considering both the accuracy and 

efficiency. Model (3) is used in this study only for the final iteration when the number of 

random variables to be considered is less than 9. Finally, Model (2) is suggested to be 

used for the final iteration when the number of random variables is larger, say more than 

9. This is further explained in the following section. 

5.3. Proposed Response Surface Algorithm 

As explained in Section 4.3.1, the polynomial g(X), obtained using any one of the 

three models discussed in the previous section, is assumed to be 'well-defined' at only a 

specific local region. Thus, it is required that the center of a response surface model be 

near and within the boundary of the limit state. 

Table 5.5 Six Schemes for the Proposed Algorithm 

Schemes Intermediate Iteration Final Iteration 

Scheme ® Model (I) 

Scheme ® Model (2) 

Scheme @ Model (3) 

Scheme ® Model (1) Model (2) 

Scheme ® Model (1) Model (3) 

Scheme ® Model (2) Model (3) 

To accomplish this requirement, an iterative linear interpolation scheme to be 

discussed in the next section is used in this study. Due to this iteration process, the model 
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type to be used at each iteration is a main factor controlling the efficiency and accuracy 

of the algorithm. 

Six schemes, identified in Table 5.5, are studied in this study. After careful 

investigation of results obtained from the numerous examples. Scheme ® is found to be 

the most promising when the number of random variables is relatively small, say less 

than 9. On the other hand. Scheme ® is found to be the most promising schemes among 

them when the number of random variables is relatively large, say more than 9. They are 

used to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed unified SFEM algorithm. 

However. Scheme (D can be used to obtain a rough estimation of the probability of failure 

and Scheme @ can be used to obtain an accurate estimation. This will be further 

explained with help of the examples at the end of this chapter. 

It has been widely known that sensitivity analysis is a very useful tool in the 

structural reliability analysis. Not all random variables are equally important in 

estimating the uncertainty in the response. Some of them can be used as deterministic, 

improving the numerical efficiency considerably. Sensitivity analysis can be used for 

this purpose. In the proposed algorithm, the sensitivity analysis is carried out without 

increasing the computational effort. Since the algorithm is based on FORM, the 

reliability index corresponding limit state, the checking point and the corresponding 

direction cosines of each of the random variable are available. Using this information, 

the sensitivity index for each of the random variable can be calculated (Haldar and 

Mahadevan, 2000; Haldar and Huh, 1999). With this information, the efficiency of the 

algorithm can be improved significantly by considering some of the random variables as 
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deterministic, since their influence on the overall reliability analysis could be very 

marginal. 

In the context of the proposed algorithm, if the problem under consideration 

requires Scheme ® to be used, i.e., when k>9. and it may not give results with a desired 

level of accuracy. To improve the accuracy, the sensitivity analysis can be carried out 

and some of the random variables may become deterministic. In some cases, it will 

enable to use Scheme ® increasing the accuracy without sacrificing efficiency. This is 

explained in Example 5.1 at the end of this chapter. 
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5.4. Determination of the Center Point 

An experiment should be set up to explore only a limited region of interest at the 

most probable failure point (or final checking point) as close as possible, then the 

response surface will be most accurate because structiu-al failure events occur most likely 

around the region in the system parameter space and the error of approximation is 

minimum in the region of interest, i.e. the most probable failure point point. Therefore, 

selection of the center point is another important issue in the context of the generation of 

the response surface. 

A trial and error scheme can be used. This approach will not make the algorithms 

robust because the success of the trial and error scheme (Yao and Wen, 1996) depends on 

the experience of the simulator, and may not be simple in everyday use. 

Determination of the center point is not a simple task, and a systematic approach 

is necessary. It will be very desirable to use information already available to implement 

FORM, i.e., the reliability index and the corresponding checking point, in selecting the 

center point. It will improve the selection of the center point in subsequent iterations. 

Bucher and Bourgund (1990) suggested an iterative linear interpolation scheme that can 

be used to locate the center point efficiently and accurately, as discussed below. 

Since the location of the center point is unknovm at the beginning of the iteration, 

the center point is initially selected to be the mean valued of the random variable Xj's. It 

is denoted as in Figure 5.4. Then, using the values of g(X) obtained from the 

deterministic FEM evaluations for all the experimental sampling points around the center 

point, the response surface g,(X) can be generated explicitly in terms of the random 
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variable X;. Once a closed form of the limit state function, g,(X), is obtained, the 

coordinates of the checking point can be estimated using FORM and the information 

about Xj. that is, means, standard deviations, and the distribution types. The actual 

response can be evaluated again at the checking point , i.e., g( x^^) and a new center 

point can be selected using linear interpolation from the center point X(-^ to x^^ such 

that g(X) = 0; i.e.. 

The point x^, now can be used as a new center point for the next iteration. This 

iteration scheme needs to be continued until a preselected convergence criterion is 

satisfied. It has been found that the center point selection scheme generally takes only 2 

to 3 iterations (Huh and Haldar, 1999). The graphical illustration of the procedure is 

shown in Figure 5.4 for 2 random variables. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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X. 
A 

g(X); Actual Limit State Function 
gi(5Q: First Performance Function 

- — g2(X); Second Performance Function 
gaCX) : Third Performance Function 

• : Center Point for the iteration 
A XQ ; Checking Point for the i"*^ iteration 

from FORM 

X, 

Figure 5.4 A Graphical Illustration of Linear Interpolation Scheme for 
Determination of the Center Point 
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5.5. Risk EvaluatioD 

The risk needs to be estimated corresponding to a performance function or limit 

state function. Commonly used limit state functions can be broadly divided into two 

groups: the serviceability and strength limit states. Each limit state needs to be 

considered separately, since a structure can fail due to excessive lateral or inter-story 

deflection, or due to failure of several components in strength forming a local or global 

mechanism. The proposed algorithm is capable of calculating risk using both types of 

limit states. This is another advantage of the proposed algorithm (Huh and Haldar, 

1999); it can consider both of them as elaborated below. 

5.5.1. Serviceability Limit State 

For structures subjected to seismic loading, the design may be controlled by the 

serviceability, e.g., inter-story drift or the overall lateral displacement (deflection). Limit 

states corresponding to inter-story drift or overall lateral displacement can be formulated 

using the recommendations given in current codes. The information on the maximum 

inter-story drift or overall lateral displacement, ymax(X), at a particular location of a 

structure and the corresponding code-specified allowable value can be used to develop a 

serviceability limit state. The ymax(X) can be represented as g(X), where g( ) is an 

explicit polynomial function developed through the RSM and X is a vector representing 

all the variables in the response surface. Then the serviceability limit state becomes. 

g(X) = - y^(X) = 8^,^ -g(X) (5.9) 
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where ^low is the allowable inter-story drift or overall lateral displacement specified in 

codes for the structural system under consideration. 

Once serviceability limit state function is available in an explicit form, FORM is 

used to estimate the corresponding reliability index. 

5.5.2. Strength Limit State 

The reliability estimation for strength limit state is more challenging compared to 

the serviceability limit state. In most cases, the reliability estimation using the 

serviceability limit states is relatively simple. The strength limit states, on the other hand, 

generally represent the behavior of local structural elements and are not considered at all 

because risk evaluation using them is not straightforward. Since a structure can fail due 

to excessive lateral or inter-story deflection, or due to failure of several components in 

strength forming a local or global mechanism, each limit state needs to be considered 

separately. Consideration of strength limit states in the context of the proposed algorithm 

is elaborated below. 

5.5.2.1. Interaction Equation of the Strength Limit State 

Most of the elements in the structural system considered in this study are beam-

columns, i.e., they are subjected to both axial load and bending moment at the same time. 

Interaction equations are generally used to consider the combined effect of axial load and 

bending moment. In the U.S., the interaction equations suggested by the American 
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Institute of Steel Construction's (AISC's) Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRPD, 

1994) manual, for the two dimensional structures are: 

where (j) and (|)b are the resistance factors, Pu is the required tensile/compressive strength, 

Pn is the nominal tensile/compressive strength. Mux is the required flexural strength, and 

Mn is the nominal flexural strength. 

According to the LRPD manual, P„ and Mnx are expressed in explicit form as 

follows: 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

M.. = Z, F, (5.12) 

Pn = AF„ (for Compression) = AFy (for Tension) (5.13) 

where: 

for X ^ <  L5, = (0.658'- )Fy (5.14) 

0.877 
for A,>L5, F„= -TT- F, (5.15) 

and: 



where A is the gross area in (in^) of the member, Fy is the specified yield stress in (ksi), E 

is the modulus of elasticity in (ksi), K is the effective length factor, / is the unbraced 

length of member in inches, and r is the radius of gyration about plane of buckling in 

inches. 

5.5.2.2. Dynamic Effect in Interaction Equation 

In dynamic analysis, Pu and Mux are flmctions of time. Thus, the ratio of Pu and 

Mux is also a function of time, indicating that the interaction equations used for static 

problems cannot be used for dynamic loadings. Furthermore, the axial and bending 

strength of the members, Pn and Mnx, are also functions of time since the load effects 

change from compression to tension and vice versa in dynamic loading. To address this 

complex problem, the interaction equations are divided into two parts; the part containing 

the effect of axial load only, and the part containing the effect of bending moment only. 

In order to follow the intent of the design guidelines, the effects of axial load and bending 

moment are represented separately as ai(Pu/Pn) and aiCMux/Mnx), respectively. The 

coefficients ai and a.2 represent the time-variant aspects of Pu/Pn and Mux/Max- These 

modifications do not affect the efficiency or generality of the algorithm since they are 

obtained simultaneously from an identical design. Only an estimation of the coefficients 

has to be made for both polynomials. 
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In general, the maximum values of both Pu and Mux do not occur at the same time. 

It is also difficult to predict which interaction equation, Equation (5.10) or Equation 

(5.11), is applicable for a given experimental sampling point, since the Pu/Pn ratio is 

unknown. To address this issue, the responses for each experimental sampling point are 

tracked, i.e., in a deterministic djoiamic analysis, recording the time when the interaction 

equation [left hand side in Equation (5.10) or Equation (5.11)] reaches a maximum. This 

will give the necessary information on which interaction equations are to be used. Then 

the contributions of ai(Pu/Pn) and a2(Mux/Mnx) can be evaluated for an experimental 

sampling point. Similarly, for other experimental sampling points the contributions of 

axial load and bending moment can be evaluated. However, these contributions are 

expected to be different, indicating the dynamic nature of the analysis. Interestingly, 

these values can be used to formulate the necessary response surface required for 

reliability analysis using FORM. 

The explicit interaction equation can now be represented as: 

Since the strength limit state functions are now available in explicit form, FORM 

is used to estimate the corresponding reliability index. 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 
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5.6. Uncertainties in Dynamic and Seismic Loadings 

Considering uncertainties in time domain dynamic analysis is also challenging. In 

the past, this was addressed indirectly by separating dynamic loads into two groups: short 

duration loadings and long duration loadings. For long duration loadings, the works of 

Bucher, Chen, and Schiiller (1989) and Yao and Wen (1996) are noteworthy. Bucher, 

Chen, and Schiiller (1989) converted the time-variant problem to a time-invariant 

problem by applying the lifetime maximum effect of combined load processes after 

evaluating the limit state function. Bucher and Bourgund (1990) and Rajashekhar and 

Ellingwood (1993) considered short duration loadings. They examined the same 

dynamic problem, which is a nonlinear SDOF oscillator with random system parameters 

subjected to a rectangular load pulse with random duration and amplitude. Their 

procedures carmot be used for the reliability analysis of nonlinear structures subjected to 

short duration loadings including seismic loading. 

Seismic loading is essentially a short duration loading. There is no guideline for 

considering uncertainties in both the amplitude and frequency in the earthquake loading. 

The uncertainty in the amplitude of the earthquake is successfully considered in the 

context of RSM in this study (Haldar and Huh, 1999; Huh and Haldar, 1999). The 

uncertainty in the frequency content of an earthquake is considered indirectly in this 

study. An extensive parametric study is conducted in Chapter 6 in an attempt to quantify 

the effect of uncertainty in the frequency content of earthquakes on the overall reliability 

of stmctures. 
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Strategy for the Proposed Algorithm and the Program RSDRA 

The proposed method can be carried out using the following steps. 

Step 1 Set the initial center point to start the iteration at the mean values of random 

variables. 

Step 2 Select a type of model (a polynomial and its corresponding design) 

considering both the number of random variables and importance of the 

analysis. 

Step 3 Formulate a response surface model using the model chosen at Step 2 and 

conduct the response surface analysis. 

Step 4 Find the vector b containing unknown coefficients of the response surface 

and develop a closed form expression for the performance function. 

Step 5 Determine the checking point, XD, by conducting FORM using the 

performance function obtained in Step 4. 

Step 6 Find a new center point, xc, for the next iteration using the linear 

interpolation scheme. Equation (5.7) or Equation (5.8). 

Step 7 Repeat this iteration scheme (Step 2 ~ Step 6) until a preselected convergence 

criterion is satisfied. 

Step 8 Select a type of model (a polynomial and its corresponding design) for the 

final iteration considering both the number of random variables and 

importance of the analysis. 
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Step 9 Formulate the final response surface model using the model chosen at Step 8 

and conduct the response surface analysis. 

Step 10 Find the vector b containing unknown coefficients of the final response 

surface. 

Step 11 Finally calculate the reliability index and the sensitivity indices using FORM. 

Thus, its corresponding probability of failure can be obtained. 

Based on the proposed algorithm, a new structural dynamic reliability analysis 

program RSDRA is developed by combining a deterministic dynamic analysis program 

(DYNPR) (Haldar and Gao, 1997) with a new reliability program (RFM) (Huh and 

Haldar, 1999). 

Accuracy and efficiency of deterministic dynamic analysis play very important 

role in the proposed reliability model. At each experimental sampling point, a 

deterministic dynamic stmctural analysis has to be conducted and the result is used to fit 

an approximated limit state function. As stated earlier, to evaluate the reliability of 

structures under dynamic loading condition, a finite element formulation needs to be 

used. In this sense, the program DYNPR is utilized as the deterministic analysis part in 

the program RSDRA. It has been found that the program DYNPR is very efficient and 

accurate (Haldar and Nee, 1989b). 

The main steps explained above for the proposed algorithm and program RSDRA 

are given the flowchart shown in Figure 5.5. Also, the main steps of program MCDYN 

developed for the verification purpose are given in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 Proposed algorithm (Program RSDRA) and Program MCDYN 
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5.8. Numerical Example for Verification Purpose 

The proposed methodology needs verification at this stage in terms of its 

accuracy, efficiency, and robusmess. Two examples are considered in the following 

Sections 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 for this purpose. 

In the Sections 5.8.3 and 5.8.4, a case study is undertaken to investigate an 

existing thirteen-story building, which was damaged during the Northridge earthquake 

and records of the observed structural damages are available. The first example is given 

to provide a general procedure to apply the proposed algorithm to the practical complex 

structures. In the second example, the results obtained from the proposed algorithm 

using the acceleration time history record of the Canoga Park are compared with actual 

damage records of the thirteen-story building since the Canoga Park record is a suitable 

record for this building location (Uang et. al., 1995). 

5.8.1. E.Yample 5.1 

A two-story frame shown in Figure 5.6 is considered. All the beams and columns 

of the frame are made of W30xl08 and W24xl76, respectively, and A36 steel is used for 

this illustrative example. 

It is important to make sure that the natural period of the designed structure be 

within a reasonable boundary. Goel and Chopra (1997) proposed two empirical formulas 

for the upper and lower bounds estimation of period of steel frame buildings. The period 

of the structure used in this example is found to be 0.534 sec. ABAQUS is used for this 

purpose. 
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q = 1.305 kips/ft = 19.04 kN/m 

q = 1.305 kips/ft = 19.04 kN/m 

Section for beams : W30xl08 

Section for columns: W24xl76 

180" = 4.572 m 

180" = 4.572 m 

360" = 9.144 m 

(E - W Direction) 

El Centro Earthquake Excitation 

Figure 5.6 A Two Story Steel Frame Structure for Example S.l 

The estimated period is well within the upper and lower bounds suggested by 

Goel and Chopra. The structure is excited for 5.12 seconds by an actual acceleration 

(cm/sec") time history recorded during the El Centro earthquake in May of 1940 (East-

West component), as shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 El Centro Earthquake Time History for 5.12 seconds (E-W) 

All the random variables present in the formulation are shown in Tables 5.6, 5.7, 

and 5.8. Considering the effect of the uncertainty on the response, the following three 

cases are considered. They are: Case (1) seven variables are considered to be random. 

Case (2) five of them are considered to be random using the sensitivity analysis discussed 

earlier, and Case (3) all nine variables are considered to be random. Case (3) is 

considered here to investigate the implication of the algorithm in terms of accuracy and 

efficiency when the number of random variable is large (say more than 9). The statistical 

description of the uncertainties associated with all the random variables for the three 

cases are given in Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, respectively. 
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Table 5.6 Statistical Description of tiie Random Variables for Case (1) 

Random Variable Mean value 
Case (1) 

Random Variable Mean value 
C.O.V Distribution 

E (ksi) 29000 0.06 Lognormal 

A" (in-) 31.7 0.05 Lognormal 

I'x (in') 4470 0.05 Lognormal 

Z'ain') 346 - -

A= (in-) 51.7 0.05 Lognormal 

(in-*) 5680 0.05 Lognormal 

Z\(in') 511 - -

§ 0.02 0.15 Lognormal 

gc I.O 0.20 Type I (EVD) 

ge is a magnification factor for the amplitude of actual seismic acceleration 

Table 5.7 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for Case (2) 

Random Variable Mean value 
Case(l) 

Random Variable Mean value 
C.O.V Distribution 

E (ksi) 29000 0.06 Lognormal 

A" (in-) 31.7 - -

I'x (in') 4470 0.05 Lognormal 

Ẑ  (inO 346 - -

A' (in-) 51.7 - -

(in') 5680 0.05 Lognormal 

Z\ (in') 511 - -

0.02 0.15 Lognormal 

ge 1.0 0.20 Type I (EVD) 

ge is a magnification factor for the amplitude of actual seismic acceleration 
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Table 5.8 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for Case (3) 

Random Variable Mean value 
Case (1) 

Random Variable Mean value 
C.O.V Distribution 

E (ksi) 29000 0.06 Lognormal 

A" (in-) 31.7 0.05 Lognormal 

l\  (in') 4470 0.05 Lognormal 

Z'.(in') 346 0.05 Lognormal 

(in-) 51.7 0.05 Lognormal 

l\  (in') 5680 0.05 Lognormal 

Z'x (in') 511 0.05 Lognormal 

§ 0.02 0.15 Lognormal 

,.0 0.20 Type I (EVD) 

ge is a magnification factor for the amplitude of actual seismic acceleration 

The serviceability limit state is specifically considered in this example. For the 

serviceability limit state, the permissible displacement at the top of the frame is 

necessary. For dynamic loading, it is not defined properly in the available literature. For 

loadings applied statically, the Uniform Building Code (International Conference of 

Building Officials, 1991) suggested that the permissible overall displacement at the top of 

the frame not to exceed /i/400, where h is the height of the frame. In this example, the 

same value is used for the dynamic loading. Of course any other value can be used for 

this purpose. Thus, for this example, Saiiow becomes 0.9 inch, and the corresponding limit 

state can be written as 

g(X) = - y_ (X) = 0.9 - y_ (X) (5.19) 
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in which ymax is the maximum displacement at the top of the frame. 

Using the proposed nonlinear SFEM, the failure probability, the center point, 

coordinates of the checking point for each iteration, and the sensitivity indices of the 

random variables are estimated for the serviceability limit state represented by Equation 

(5.20) for the three cases. For the first two cases, 6 schemes described in Section 5.3 are 

conducted. Five combinations of ('hi, ^hO; that is, (2.0, 1.5), (2.0, 1.0), (1.5, 1.5), (1.5, 

1.0), and (I.O, 1.0), are examined for the first two cases to change the experimental 

region. For the last case, 6 schemes are conducted for three combination of ('hi, 'hi), i.e., 

(2.0, 1.0), (1.5, 1.0), and (1.0, 1.0). 

The results are tabulated in terms of failure probability, error, CPU time, and total 

number of experimental sampling points in Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 for Case (1), Case 

(2), and Case (3), respectively. The results are compared with Monte Carlo Simulation 

results using 100,000 simulations. These results are also shown in Tables 5.9. 5.10, and 

5.11. 

Several interesting observations can be made from the Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11. 

The probability of failure for all three cases is very similar to the MCS results, indicating 

that the proposed algorithm is viable. It is found that the experimental region controlling 

parameter h, seems to be an important factor for the accuracy of the proposed SFEM. 

The range of hi between 1 and 2 is suggested for the reliable results assuring that the 

region of interest is reasonably covered by the response surface. When hi is greater than 

2, the experimental region may be so wide that the resulting response surface does not 

represent the response accurately. On the other hand, when hi is less than 1, the 
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experimental region may be so narrow that the resulting response surface is valid only for 

a narrow local region. It is observed that for more accurate results, hi value can be 

considered to be closer to 2.0 for the intermediate iterations, but should be chosen close 

to l.O for the final iteration. Since the center point of experimental design at the final 

iteration is close to the limit state, the experimental region should be limited to a smaller 

region. For this numerical example, very accurate results are obtained when h; is 

considered to be 1.5 for intermediate iterations, and 1.0 for the final iteration. 

As expected. Scheme CD, i.e., saturated design using a second order polynomial 

without cross terms for all iterations, is the most efficient and Scheme i.e., central 

composite design with a full second order polynomial for all iterations, is the most 

accurate. Scheme ® is the least accurate as can be seen in Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, 

particularly when 'hi and 'hi are I. It may not be practical to use Scheme ® for the 

structural reliability analysis since it needs many experimental sampling points leading to 

high computational cost especially when the number of random variable to be considered 

is large. 

As seen in Tables 5.9 and 5.10, considering both accuracy and efficiency. Scheme 

i.e., saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms for the 

intermediate iterations and central composite design using a fijll second order polynomial 

for the final iteration, is the most promising, particularly when the number of random 

variable considered is moderate, say less than 9. 

However, Scheme ® may not be the best choice considering efficiency when the 

number of random variable considered is large, say more than 9. As can be seen in Table 
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5.11, Scheme ® requires 569 experimental sampling points and 476 seconds of CPU 

time. However, Scheme ®: that is, saturated design using a second order polynomial 

without cross terms for the intermediate iterations and saturated design using a full 

second order polynomial for the final iteration, requires only 93 experimental sampling 

points and 84 seconds of CPU time. Although Scheme ® is less accurate than Scheme 

(D, considering both accuracy and efficiency. Scheme ® is recommended particularly 

when the number of random variables in the formulation is large. Of course, sensitivity 

analysis can be carried out to reduce the number of random variables, and then Scheme (D 

can be used to obtain more accurate result. 

For large practical problems, therefore, the used of sensitivity analysis with 

Scheme (D are expected to be more desirable than any other alternative. 
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Table 5.9 Reliability Analysis of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Case (1): 7 random variables for Serviceability Limit State 

MCS* Pf 0.03606 (P = 1.7984) CPU Time^ 81890 sec 

Scheme 
Scheme (D Scheme © Scheme @ Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme © 

RSM 

Pf 

'h. 'hi 
Scheme (D Scheme © Scheme @ Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme © 

RSM 

Pf 

2.0 1.5 0.03897 0.03542 0.03558 0.03274 0.03776 0.03709 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 8.07 -1.77 -1.33 -9.21 4.71 2.86 

RSM 

Pf 

2.0 1.0 0.03771 0.03654 0.03564 0.03323 0.0359 0.03586 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 4.58 1.33 -1.16 -7.85 -0.44 -0.55 

RSM 

Pf 

1.5 1.5 0.03985 0.03541 0.03773 0.03483 0.03692 0.03720 
RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 10.51 -1.80 4.63 -3.41 2.38 3.16 

RSM 

Pf 
LI LO 0.03816 0.03691 0.03598 0.03424 0.03592 0.03583 

RSM 

Pf 
error (%) 5.82 2.36 -0.22 -5.05 -0.39 -0.64 

RSM 

Pf 

I.O 1.0 0.06172 0.03977 0.03595 0.06002 0.03681 0.03728 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 71.16 10.29 -0.31 66.44 2.08 3.38 

RSM 

Pf 

CPU Time^ 43 sec 91 sec 357 sec 62 sec 148 sec 173 sec 

RSM 

Pf 

TNSP* 45 108 429 66 173 215 

'h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for intermediate iterations 
^h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for final iteration 

*100,000 cycles of simulation 
*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
^SGI Origin 2000 
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Table 5.10 Reliability Analysis of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Case (2): 5 random variables for Serviceability Limit State 

MCS* Pf 0.03583 (p = 1.8013) CPU Time^ 81414 sec 

Scheme 
Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® 

RSM 

Pf 

'h. % 
Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® 

RSM 

Pf 

2.0 1.5 0.03853 0.03541 0.03606 0.03239 0.03981 0.03979 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 7.54 -1.17 0.64 -9.60 11.11 11.05 

RSM 

Pf 

2.0 1.0 0.03716 0.03644 0.03443 0.03289 0.03611 0.03608 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 3.71 1.70 -3-91 -8.21 0.78 0.70 

RSM 

Pf 

1.5 1.5 0.03989 0.03544 0.03869 0.0347 0.03968 0.03984 
RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 11.33 -1.09 7.98 -3.15 10.75 11.19 

RSM 

Pf 
1.5 JLO 0.03796 0.03688 0.03546 0.03416 0.03608 0.03598 

RSM 

Pf 
error (%) 5.94 2.93 -1.03 -4.66 0.70 0.42 

RSM 

Pf 

l.O 1.0 0.06067 0.03929 0.03601 0.05823 0.03594 0.03729 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) 69.33 9.66 0.50 62.52 0.31 4.07 

RSM 

Pf 

CPU Time^ 32 sec 57 sec 111 sec 39 sec 59 sec 76 sec 

RSM 

Pf 

TNSP* jj 63 129 43 65 85 

'h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for intermediate iterations 
= Experimental region controlling factor used for final iteration 

*100,000 cycles of simulation 
*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
^SGI Origin 2000 
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Table 5.11 Reliability Analysis of Case (3) for Example 5.1 

Case (3): 9 random variables for Serviceability Limit State 

MCS* Pf 0.03627 (p = 1.7957) CPU Time^ 83479 sec 

Scheme 
Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® 

RSM 

Pf 

'hi % 
Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme ® 

RSM 

Pf 

2.0 1.0 0.03755 0.03715 0.03505 0.03384 0.03616 0.03584 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) -3.53 -2.43 3.36 6.70 0.30 1.19 

RSM 

Pf 

LI LO 0.03824 0.03750 0.03583 0.03482 0.03592 0.03579 RSM 

Pf 

error (%) -5.43 -3.39 1.21 4.00 0.96 1.32 

RSM 

Pf 
l.O LO 0.06081 0.03957 0.03612 0.05980 0.03685 0.03745 

RSM 

Pf 

error (%) -67.66 -9.10 0.41 -64.87 -1.60 -3.25 

RSM 

Pf 

CPU Time^ 54 sec 144 sec 1340 sec 84 sec 476 sec 536 sec 

RSM 

Pf 

TNSP* 57 165 1593 93 569 641 

'h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for intermediate iterations 
'^[i, = Experimental region controlling factor used for final iteration 

*100.000 cycles of simulation 
*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
^SGI Origin 2000 
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Details of the analysis using six schemes for Case (1) and Case (2) are shown in 

Table 5.12 through 5.23. The values of 1.5 and l.O are used for 'hi and ^h; in all schemes 

for these tables since they are found to be the most probable combination of ('hi, ^hi) with 

respect to both efficiency and accuracy in this example. In the tables, the coordinates of 

the center and checking points of the random variables at each iteration, and the 

sensitivity indexes of the random variables are given. For the schemes that use the 

central composite design, the results of Analysis of Variance are also given. 

In the first six tables for Case (1), results of the six schemes when all 7 random 

variables are considered, the sensitivity indexes for random variables, a'' and A*^, are 

found to be very low compare to other variables, indicating that they can be considered as 

deterministic for the serviceability limit state. Using only 5 remaining random variables, 

the reliability analysis is conducted for the six schemes and tabulated in Tables 5.18 

through 5.23. In all cases when the central composite design is used in the final iteration, 

R.~ values are found to be greater than 99%. This implies that approximately 99% of the 

total variation of the limit state function is explained by the fitted second order 

polynomial models obtained from the central composite design, resulting very low errors 

when Scheme Scheme ®, and Scheme ® are used for both Case (I) and Case (2). 

The reliability analysis for all the 12 cases was finished exactly in three iterations. 

It shows that the linear interpolation scheme used in this study is effective and efficient. 
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Table 5.12 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity' 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27006 27295 27171 27223 27463 -0.5101 

A" 31.700 31.742 31.736 31.699 31.715 31.707 +0.0169 

I" ^ X 4470.0 4352.9 4369.9 4360.3 4364.3 4396.8 -0.1774 

A' 51.700 51.701 51.701 51.639 51.664 51.674 +0.0087 

5680.0 5539.6 5560.0 5548.3 5553.1 5594.9 -0.1609 

0.02000 0.01960 0.01966 0.01941 0.01952 0.01926 -0.1044 

ge 1.0000 1.3204 1.2739 1.2459 1.2575 1.2990 +0.8193 

TNSP* 15 15 15 45 (I) 

Probability of Failure, Pf= 0.03816 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hj (for the final iteration)= 1.0 
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Table 5.13 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27349 27379 27244 27360 27352 -0.5481 

A" 31.700 31.773 31.772 31.735 31.767 31.716 0.0203 

4470.0 4327.2 4329.8 4319.5 4328.4 4386.8 -0.2033 

A' 51.700 51.724 51.724 51.661 51.715 51.681 0.0103 

5680.0 5508.0 5511.1 5498.6 5509.4 5582.1 -0.1871 

0.02000 0.01978 0.01978 0.01953 0.01975 0.01929 -0.0981 

§c 1.0000 1.2613 1.2566 1.2327 1.2533 1.2813 0.7830 

TNSP* 36 36 36 108 (I) 

Probability of Failure. ?, = 0.03691 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'hj (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and h; (for the final iteration)= 1.0 
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Table 5.14 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27623 27650 27515 27622 27495.4 -0.4936 

A" 31.700 31.712 31.712 31-676 3L705 31.719 0.0211 

L\ 4470.0 4387.8 4389.5 4379.8 4387.5 4381.7 -0.2153 

51.700 51.679 51.679 51.618 51.667 51.684 0.0108 

5680.0 5580.2 5582.2 5570.2 5579.7 5576.1 -0.1980 

C 0.02000 0.01915 0.01917 0.01892 0.01912 0.01926 -0.1020 

gc 1.0000 1.3208 1.3144 1.2910 1.3095 1.2998 0.8123 

TNSP* 143 143 143 429 (S) 

Probability of Failure. Pf = 0.03598 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and h, (for the final iteration)= 1.0 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Due to p-1 SSR SSR/(p-/) 
0.9909 

Regression 35 8.458 0.242 
0.9909 

Residual 
N-p 

107 

SSE 

0.078 

SSE/iN-p) 

0.001 

Total 
N-1 

142 

SST 

8.536 
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Table 5.15 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Inde.x 

E 29000 27006 27295 27171 27223 27360 -0.5443 

A'' 31.700 31.742 31.736 31.699 31.715 31.717 0.0205 

4470.0 4352.9 4369.9 4360.3 4364.3 4388.8 -0.1978 

A' 51.700 51.701 51.701 51.639 51.664 51.682 0.0104 

5680.0 5539.6 5560.0 5548.3 5553.1 5585.2 -0.1804 

C 0.02000 0.01960 0.01966 0.01941 0.01952 0.01929 -0.0976 

ge 1.0000 1.3204 1.2739 1.2459 1.2575 1.2848 0.7887 

TNSP* 15 15 36 66 (Z) 

Probability of Failure, Pf= 0.03424 

*TotaI number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and 'hj (for the final iteration)= I.O 
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Table 5.16 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27006 27295 27I7I 27223 27484 -0.4942 

A" 31.700 31.742 31.736 31.699 31.715 31.718 0.0206 

I" ' X 4470.0 4352.9 4369.9 4360.3 4364.3 4377.4 -0.2249 

A' 51.700 51.701 51.701 51.639 51.664 51.683 0.0105 

I' ^ X 5680.0 5539.6 5560.0 5548.3 5553.1 5569.7 -0.2099 

T 
s 0.02000 0.01960 0.01966 0.01941 0.01952 0.01931 -0.0921 

a cc 1.0000 1.3204 1.2739 1.2459 1.2575 1.3001 0.8075 

TNSP* 15 15 143 173 (I) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03592 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and h; (for the final iteration)= 1.0 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square R-

Due to 
Regression 

p-l 

35 

SSR 

7.793 

SSR/(p-I) 

0.223 
0.9902 

Residual 
N-p 

107 

SSE 

0.077 

SSE/iN-p) 

0.01 

Total 
N-1 

142 

SST 

7.870 
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Table 5.17 Reliability Analysis for Scheme <§> of Case (1) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I [teration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27349 27379 27244 27360 27482 -0.4949 

A" 31.700 31.773 31.772 31.735 31.767 31.716 0.0201 

4470.0 4327.2 4329.8 4319.5 4328.4 4376.7 -0.2267 

A' 51.700 51.724 51.724 51.661 51.715 51.682 0.0102 

5680.0 5508.0 5511.1 5498.6 5509.4 5568.7 -0.2 II8 

0.02000 0.01978 0.01978 0.01953 0.01975 0.01930 -0.0929 

gc 1.0000 1.2613 1.2566 1.2327 1.2533 1.2995 0.8060 

TNSP* 36 36 143 215 (Z) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hi (for the final iteration)= I.O 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Due to 
Regression 

p-1 

35 

SSR 

7.647 

SSR/(p-/) 

0.218 
0.9903 

Residual 
N-p 

107 

SSE 

0.075 

SSE/iN-p) 

0.001 

Total 
N-1 

142 

SST 

7.722 
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Table 5.18 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity Variable 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27005 27295 27172 27223 27463 -0.5102 

4470.0 4352.9 4369.9 4360.3 4364.3 4396.8 -0.1774 

I'x 5680.0 5539.6 5560.0 5548.3 5553.2 5594.9 -0.1610 

p 
s 0.02000 0.01960 0.01966 0.01941 0.01952 0.01926 -0.1044 

ge 1.0000 1.3206 1.2740 1.2459 1.2575 1.2990 0.8194 

TNSP* 11 11 11 33 (I) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03796 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'hj (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and h; (for the final iteration)= I.O 
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Table 5.19 Reliability Analysis for Scheme (D of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Inde.x 

E 29000 27348 27379 27245 27360 27352 -0.5481 

fx 4470-0 4327.1 4329.7 4319.5 4328.3 4386.9 -0.2033 

5680.0 5507.8 5511.0 5498.6 5509.3 5582.1 -0.1871 

0.02000 0.01978 0.01978 0.01953 0.01975 0.01929 -0.0982 

gc 1.0000 1.2618 1.2569 1.2329 1.2535 1.2813 0.7833 

TNSP* 21 21 21 63 (I) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03688 

*Totai number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hi (for the final iteration)= 1.0 
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Table 5.20 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration I Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Index Variable 
Center Checking 
Point point 

Center Checking 
Point point 

Center Checking 
Point point 

Sensitivity 
Index 

E 

l" * X 

p 
s 

gc 

29000 27472 

4470.0 4382.2 

5680.0 5572.6 

0.02000 0.01917 

LOOOO 1.3528 

27642 27537 

4392.0 4383.4 

5584.6 5574.0 

0.01926 0.01902 

1.3135 1.2831 

27688 27518 

4395.6 4381.3 

5589.1 5576.1 

0.01936 0.01927 

1.3265 1.3006 

-0.4871 

-0.2167 

-0.1985 

-0.1016 

0.8I6I 

TNSP* 43 43 43 129 (E) 

Probability of Failure, Pf= 0.03546 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'hj (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hj (for the final iteration)= I.O 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Due to 
Regression 

p-l 

20 

SSR 

2.432 

SSR/(p-/) 

0.122 
0.9921 

Residual 
N-p 

22 

SSE 

0-019 

SSE/OV-p) 

0.001 

Total 
N-1 

42 

SST 

2.452 
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Table 5.21 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Index 
Variable 

Center Checking 
Point point 

Center Checking 
Point point 

Center Checking 
Point point 

Sensitivity 
Index 

E 

^ X 

gc 

29000 27005 

4470.0 4352.9 

5680.0 5539.6 

0.02000 0.01960 

1.0000 1.3206 

27295 27172 

4369.9 4360.3 

5560.0 5548.3 

0.01966 0.01941 

1.2740 1.2459 

2722 27360 

4364.3 4388.8 

5553.2 5585.2 

0.01952 0.019287 

1.2575 1.2848 

-0.5444 

-0.1978 

-0.1805 

-0.0976 

0.7889 

TNSP* 11 II 21 43 (I) 

Probability of Failure, Pf= 0.03416 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and h, (for the final iteration)= 1.0 
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Table 5.22 Reliability Analysis for Scheme ® of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27005 27295 27172 27223 27476 -0.4990 

4470.0 4352.9 4369.9 4360.3 4364.3 4377.2 -0.2265 

5680.0 5539.6 5560.0 5548.3 5553.2 5569.5 -0.2110 

0.02000 0.01960 0.01966 0.01941 0.01952 0.01931 -0.0931 

SC 1.0000 1.3206 1.2740 1.2459 1.2575 1.2966 0.8041 

TNSP* 11 11 43 65 (Z) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03608 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic e.xecution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hi (for the final iteration)= 1.0 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square R-

Due to 
Regression 

p-1 

20 

SSR 

2.264 

SSR/(p-I) 

0.113 
0.9959 

Residual 
N-p 

22 

SSE 

0.009 

SSE/(iV-/7) 

0.000 

Total 
N-I 

42 

SST 

2.273 
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Table 5.23 Reliability Analysis for Scheme <§> of Case (2) for Example 5.1 

Variable 

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
Final Iteration 

Iteration 3 
Sensitivity 

Variable 
Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Center 
Point 

Checking 
point 

Index 

E 29000 27348 27379 27245 27360 27463 -0.5026 

4470.0 4327.1 4329-7 4319.5 4328J 4377.1 -0.2262 

5680.0 5507.8 5511.0 5498.6 5509.3 5569.1 -0.2114 

0.02000 0.01978 0.01978 0.01953 0.01975 0.01930 -0.0937 

§c 1.0000 1.2618 1.2569 1.2329 1.2535 1.2961 0.8017 

TNSP* 21 21 43 85 (S) 

Probability of Failure, Pf = 0.03598 

*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
'h, (for intermediate iterations) = 1.5 and hj (for the final iteration)= 1.0 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 
Degree of 
Freedom 

Sum of Squares Mean Square R' 

Due to p-l SSR SSR/(p-I) 
0.9966 

Regression 20 2.234 0.112 
0.9966 

Residual 
N-p 

22 

SSE 

0.008 

SSE/(iV-/7) 

0.000 

Total 
N-1 

42 

SST 

2.242 
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5.8.2. Example 5.2 

To examine both efficiency and accuracy of the proposed algorithm for the 

strength limit state, a single story frame shown in Figure 5.8 is investigated in this 

example and the same actual acceleration time history used in Example 5.1 is utilized to 

excite the frame for 5.12 seconds. All the beam and columns of the frame are made of 

W16x67, and A36 steel is used for this example. For the sake of validation of the design, 

the period of the frame in this example needs to be investigated. The period of the 

structure used in this example is found to be 0.321 sec from ABAQUS analysis and is 

well within the upper and lower bounds suggested by Goel and Chopra (1997). Table 

5.24 gives a statistical description of the uncertainties associated with all the random 

variables. 

q = 4 kips/ft = 58 J7 kN/m 

Section for a beam and columns 
W16x67 144" =3.6576m 

C T 

288" = 73152 m 

(E - W Direction) 

EI Centre Earthquake Excitation 

Figure 5.8 A Single Story Steel Frame Structure for Example 5.2 
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Table 5.24 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for Example 5.2 

Random Variable Mean value c.o.v Distribution 

E(ksi) 29000 0.06 Lognonnal 

A (in-) 19.7 0.05 Lognormal 

Ix (in') 954 0.05 Lognormal 

Z, (in') 130 0.05 Lognormal 

Fy(ksi) 36 O.IO Lognonnal 

£ 0.03 0.15 Lognormal 

gc 1.0 0.20 Type I (EVD) 

Using the proposed nonlinear SFEM, the failure probability and reliability 

indexes of the random variables are estimated for the strength limit state of both columns 

and the beam. All seven variables are considered to be random variables. 

Three types of schemes are considered in this example for the comparison 

purpose as explained below. 

Scheme d) Saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms is 

used for all iterations. 

Scheme (D Saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms is 

used for the intermediate iterations and central composite design using a 

full second order polynomial is used for the final iteration. 

Scheme (D Central composite design using a full second order polynomial is used for 

all iterations. 
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Scheme ®. (D, and (D are conducted for the column b-c element while only 

Scheme (D analysis is conducted for the beam element. For each scheme, the probability 

of failure is estimated for two cases when 'h; and ^hi are (1.5, 1.0) and (1.0, 1.0). The 

results for probability of failure and sensitivity analysis are surrmiarized in Table 5.25. 

The results are again compared with Monte Carlo simulation results using 100,000 

simulations. These results are also shown in Table 5.25. 

Several observations can be made from Table 5.25. The probability of failure for 

both elements is very similar to the MCS results, indicating that the proposed algorithm 

for the strength limit state is also viable. The probabilities of failure obtained by the three 

analysis schemes are essentially the same. The use of central composite design is 

desirable in the context of the accuracy. Therefore, the use of Scheme ®, as proposed in 

this study, is expected to be very efficient without sacrificing accuracy. For this specific 

example, the design is inefficient since the probabilities of failure of the columns and 

beam are very different. 
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Table 5.25 Reliability Analysis of Strength Limit State for Example 5.2 

7 random variables for Strength Limit State 

Member Column b-c Beam 

MCS * 
Pf (P) 0.01399 (P = 2.1976) 0.00005 (p = 3.8906) 

MCS 
CPU Time^ 42419 sec 42785 sec 

Scheme 
Scheme ® Scheme (D Scheme <D Scheme ® 

'h. % 
Scheme ® Scheme (D Scheme <D Scheme ® 

1.5 1.0 0.01872 0.01381 0.01458 0.00007 (P = 3.8091) 

RSM error (%) 33.81 -1.29 4.22 -2.09*^ 

1.0 l.O 0.01758 0.01353 0.01484 0.00008 (p = 3.7742) 

Pf 
error (%) 25.66 -3.29 6.08 -0.92^ 

Pf 
CPU Time^ 26 sec 207 sec 84 sec 104 sec 

TNSP* 46 431 174 174 

Sensitivity Analysis obtained for 'h; = = 1.5 and = 1.0 

E +0.2396 +0.2117 +0.2122 +0.2271 

A -0.0002 +0.0001 -0.0005 -0.0031 

"O Ix +0.1811 +0.1866 +0.1846 +0.1970 

*> 7 Zx -0.1769 -0.1702 -0.1701 -0.1587 

Fy -0.3649 -0.3490 -0.3498 -0.3333 

-0.2307 -0.2301 -0.2279 -0.2089 

ge +0.8319 +0.8466 +0.8472 +0.8542 

'h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for intermediate iterations 
^h, = Experimental region controlling factor used for final iteration 

* 100,000 cycles of simulation 
*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
^The error was estimated based on the value of P in this case since Pf is so small. 
^SGl Origin 2000 
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5.8.3. Example 53 

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm in estimating 

reliability of real structures, a thirteen-story steel frame shown in Figure 5.9 is 

considered. Uang et. al. (1995) considered an actual 13-story steel moment frame (SMF) 

building located in the Southem San Fernando Valley, north of Route 101. The building 

suffered a significant amount of damage during the Northridge earthquake of 1994. A 2-

dimensional representation of a typical frame of the building is shown in Figure 5.9. Size 

of some members reported by Uang et. al. (1995) are not available in the current AISC's 

design manual, requiring some minor approximations in its representation. 

The sectional properties of all girders and columns of the frame are shown in 

Table 5.26 and they are assumed to be made of A36 steel. First, the frame is excited for 

5.12 seconds by the El Centro earthquake of 1940 (East-West component), as shown in 

Figure 5.7. Since the frame is not designed for this earthquake, the mean value of the 

amplitude of the earthquake is scaled down by 40%. 

Both the overall lateral displacement and the inter-story drift for the serviceability 

limit state are considered in this example. As explained before, for the dynamic loading, 

neither the permissible overall lateral displacement nor the inter-story drift is defined 

explicitly in the available literature. The permissible values of both the lateral 

displacement at the top of the frame and inter-story drift are assumed not to exceed A/400 

in this study, h is either the total height of the frame when overall lateral displacement is 

considered or the height of the story where the maximum inter-story drift occurs when 

inter-story drift is considered. Of course, any other value can be used for this purpose. 
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Total hei^t of the structure fixMn the ground surface - 2088" 

16-= 192" 

14- 6"= 174" 

5@32'=5@384" 

2640 ll/ft ofGraviiional Load for each floor 

12@132" 
12®J58" 

' • • ' } \ \ I I I '  

Q 

. J 
Earthquake Excitation 

Figure 5.9 A Thirteen-Story Steel Frame Structure for Examples 5.3 and 5.4 
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The allowable 5 for the overall lateral displacement becomes 5.22 inch and the 

corresponding limit state can be written as 

g(X) = 52r -y...(X) = 5.22-y_(X) (5.20) 

in which yma.\(X) is the maximum displacement at the top of the frame. 

It was found that the maximum inter-story drift occurs at the 8''' floor for this 

example. Thus, the allowable 5 for the inter-story drift becomes 0.395 inch and the 

corresponding limit state can be written as 

in which ymax(X) is the maximum inter-story drift at the 8"' floor of the frame. 

The problem contains 59 random variables; it is relatively large number for the 

proposed algorithm. To increase the computational efficiency, using the sensitivity 

analysis, the total number of random variables is first reduced to 17 and then reduced to 

7. For the serviceability limit state represent by Equation (5.20), statistical properties for 

all the random variables are given in Table 5.26. When reduced number of random 

variables are used in the formulation, the deterministic variables are also identified in 

Table 5.26. The corresponding information for Equation (5.21) is given in Table 5.27. 

Using the proposed nonlinear SFEM algorithm and considering all 59 random 

variables, probability of failure and the corresponding sensitivity indexes are calculated 

by applying Scheme ®, i.e., saturated design using a second order polynomial without 

g(X) = 5 
storv-drift 
allow -y...(X) = 0.395-y_(X) (5.21) 
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cross terms for all iterations. The same information is generated for 17 random variables, 

however. Scheme ®; that is, saturated design using a second order polynomial without 

cross terms for the intermediate iterations and satiurated design using a full second order 

polynomial for the final iteration, is used. For 7 random variables. Scheme @, i.e., 

saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms for the intermediate 

iterations and central composite design using a fiill second order polynomial for the final 

iteration, is used to estimate the necessary information. For both 'h; and ^hi, 1.0 is used in 

the analysis of this numerical e.xample. 

The information for the serviceability limit state represented by Equation (5.20) is 

summarized in Table 5.28. For the inter-story displacement limit state. Equation (5.21), 

the information is sununarized in Table 5.29. The results are compared with Monte Carlo 

Simulation results using 20,000 cycles of simulation. These results are also shown in 

Tables 5.28 and 5.29. 

From Tables 5.28 and 5.29, it can be observed that the probabilities of failure for 

two limit states are very close to the MCS results, especially for the inter-story drift case. 

It is observed that both Scheme ® and Scheme (D provide very promising results in terms 

of accuracy and computational efficiency in this example. This example clearly 

demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can also be used for practical problems without 

compromising accuracy. This example also illustrates that a large problem can be 

reduced to a smaller problem by using sensitivity analysis. 

The accuracy of the algorithm is estimated using relatively small number of 

cycles of simulation, i.e., 20,000. When the underlying probability of failure is relatively 
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low, i.e., 0.0002, 20,000 cycles of simulation may not be adequate to estimate the 

probability of failure accurately. Haldar and Mahadevan (2000) recommended at least 

50,000 cycles of simulation in this case. Thus, the error in estimation of the probability 

of failure for Equation (5.20) with 7 random variables can be reduced by using a larger 

numbers of cycles of simulations. 

The probability of failure of the maximum inter-story drift is found to be much 

higher than that of the overall lateral displacement. For the serviceability limit state, it 

may be necessary to check the maximum inter-story drift rather than the overall lateral 

displacement for the structures subjected to dynamic loadings including seismic loading. 

The inter-story drift appears to be the controlling limit state in this example. 
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Table 5.26 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for the Overall 
Lateral Displacement Limit State in Example 53 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

T>pe of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Applied Scheme CD @ ® T>pe of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Section Variable Mean Value COV Distribution 
Identification of Random 

Variable 

E(ksO 29000.00 0.06 Log-normal I 1 1 

13* W27x84 
A°,3 (in-) 24.80 0.05 Log-normal 2 - -

13* W27x84 
(in') 2850.00 0.05 Log-normal 3 - -

12"* W33xll8 
A°,2 (in-) 34.70 0.05 Log-normal 4 - -

12"* W33xll8 
I°.2(in') 5900.00 0.05 Log-normal 5 - -

,I<h W33xI18 
A°M(in-) 34.70 0.05 Log-normal 6 - -

,I<h W33xI18 
I°i. (in') 5900.00 0.05 Log-normal 7 2 -

10"^ W33xl30 
A°,o(in') 38.30 0.05 Log-normal 8 - -

10"^ W33xl30 
l''io(in') 6710.00 0.05 Log-normal 9 3 -

gth W33xl30 
A%(in-) 38.30 0.05 Log-normal 10 - -

gth W33xl30 
I°9(in-') 6710.00 0.05 Log-normal 11 4 2 

gth W33xl4I 
A°g(in-) 41-60 0.05 Log-normal 12 - -

gth W33xl4I 
iS (in") 7450.00 0.05 Log-normal 13 5 -

7U. W33xl41 
aS (in-) 41.60 0.05 Log-normal 14 - -

Girder 

7U. W33xl41 
I°7(in') 7450.00 0.05 Log-normal 15 6 -

Girder 

W33xl52 
A°6 (in") 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 16 - -

W33xl52 
I°6(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 17 - -

50. W33xI52 
A°5 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 18 - -

50. W33xI52 
(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 19 7 -

.|th W33xl52 
A°4 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 20 - -

4 W33xl52 
I°4(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 21 8 -

-*nj W33xl52 
A°3 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 22 - -

J W33xl52 
iS(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 23 9 J 

•^nd W33xl52 
A°2 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 24 - -

•^nd W33xl52 
I^(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 25 10 4 

W36x230 
A°, (in-) 67.60 0-05 Log-normal 26 - -

W36x230 
1°. (in') 15000.00 0.05 Log-normal 27 11 -

groun 
W36xl94 

A°g(in-) 57.00 0.05 Log-normal 28 - -

d W36xl94 
I°8(in-') 12100.00 0.05 Log-normal 29 - -
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Table 5.26 - Continued 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Applied Scheme ® ® ® Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Section Variable Mean Value GOV Distribution 
Identification of Random 

Variable 

13d. WI4xl76 
(in-) 51.80 0.05 Log-normal 30 - -

13d. WI4xl76 
1^.3 (in') 2140.00 0.05 Log-normal 31 - -

12ih W14XI76 
^ V2 (in") 51.80 0.05 Log-normal 32 - -

12ih W14XI76 
1^.2 (in') 2140.00 0.05 Log-normal 33 - -

, l U .  W14x233 
A'^U (in-) 68.50 0.05 Log-normal 34 - -

, l U .  W14x233 
(in-*) 3010.00 0.05 Log-normal 35 - -

10*^ W14K233 
A'^io (in-) 68.50 0.05 Log-normal 36 - -

10*^ W14K233 
I'^.o (in') 3010.00 0.05 Log-normal 37 12 -

W14x283 
(in-) 83.30 0.05 Log-normal 38 - -

y W14x283 
iS (in') 3840.00 0.05 Log-normal 39 13 -

gih W14x283 
(in") 83.30 0.05 Log-normal 40 - -

gih W14x283 
iS (in') 3840.00 0.05 Log-normal 41 - -

W14x31I 
aS (in-) 91.40 0.05 Log-normal 42 - -

Column 

/ W14x31I 
IS (in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 43 - -

Column 
rth W14x311 

A'^6 (in-) 91.40 0.05 Log-normal 44 - -

0 W14x311 
(in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 45 - -

cth Wl4x398 
AS (in') 117.00 0.05 Log-normal 46 - -

D Wl4x398 
iS(in') 6000.00 0.05 Log-normal 47 - -

4th W 14x398 
A^4 (in-) 117.00 0.05 Log-normal 48 - -

4th W 14x398 
1^4 (in') 6000.00 0.05 Log-normal 49 - -

SXD W 14x426 
AS (in') 125.00 0.05 Log-normal 50 - -

J W 14x426 
(in') 6600.00 0.05 Log-normal 51 - -

•^nd W 14x426 
aS (in") 125.00 0.05 Log-normal 52 - -

•^nd W 14x426 
(in') 6600.00 0.05 Log-normal 53 14 -

Wl4x500 
A*^, (in') 147.00 0.05 Log-normal 54 - -

Wl4x500 
I'', (in') 8210.00 0.05 Log-normal 55 15 5 

groun 
W14x500 

A^g(in') 147.00 0.05 Log-normal 56 - -

d W14x500 
I^g(in') 8210.00 0.05 Log-normal 57 - -

§ 0.05 0.15 Log-normal 58 16 6 

§e 0.40 0.20 Type I 59 17 7 
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Table 5.27 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for the Inter-Story 
Drift (8"* Floor) Limit State in Example 53 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Applied Scheme ® ® Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Section Variable Mean Value COV Distribution 
Identification of Random 

Variable 

E(lcsO 29000.00 0.06 Log-normal 1 1 1 

13a, W27x84 
24.80 0.05 Log-normal 2 - -

13a, W27x84 
I°i3 (in') 2850.00 0.05 Log-normal 3 2 -

12"' W33xll8 
(in ) 34.70 0.05 Log-normal 4 - -

12"' W33xll8 
I°.2(in') 5900.00 0.05 Log-normal 5 3 -

nth W33xn8 
A°„ (in-) 34.70 0.05 Log-normal 6 - -

nth W33xn8 
l°ii (in"*) 5900.00 0.05 Log-normal 7 - -

10*^ W33xl30 
A°,o(in-) 38.30 0.05 Log-normal 8 - -

10*^ W33xl30 
l''.o(in') 6710.00 0.05 Log-normal 9 - -

gth W33xI30 
A°9 (in-) 38.30 0.05 Log-normal 10 - -gth W33xI30 
I°9(in') 6710.00 0.05 Log-normal 11 - -

gth W33xI4l 
A°g (in") 41.60 0.05 Log-normal 12 - -

gth W33xI4l 
(in') 7450.00 0.05 Log-normal 13 4 2 

7U. W33xl4I 
AS(in-) 41.60 0.05 Log-normal 14 - -

Girder 

7U. W33xl4I 
I°7(in') 7450.00 0.05 Log-normal 15 5 3 

Girder 

6"̂  W33xl52 
A°6 (in') 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 16 - -

6"̂  W33xl52 
I°6 (in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 17 6 -

rth W33xI52 
A°5 (in") 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 18 - -

J W33xI52 
(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 19 7 -

W33xl52 
A°4 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 20 - -

W33xl52 
I°4 (in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 21 8 -

•>rd W33xl52 
A°3 (in-) 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 22 - -

J W33xl52 
I°3 (in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 23 - -

W33xl52 
A°2 (in") 44.70 0.05 Log-normal 24 - -

W33xl52 
I°2(in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 25 - -

1" W36x230 
A°, (in-) 67.60 0.05 Log-normal 26 - -

1" W36x230 
I°i (in') 15000-00 0.05 Log-normal 27 - -

groun 
W36xI94 

A°s(in-) 57.00 0.05 Log-normal 28 - -

d W36xI94 
I°g(in') 12100.00 0.05 Log-normal 29 - -
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Table 5.27 - Continued 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Applied Scheme ® ® Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level 

Section Variable Mean Value GOV Distribution 
Identification of Random 

Variable 

,3d. W14xl76 
a'',3 (in") 51.80 0.05 Log-normal 30 - -

,3d. W14xl76 
(in') 2140.00 0.05 Log-normal 31 9 4 

12"* WI4xI76 
^ VI (in') 51.80 0.05 Log-normal 32 - -

12"* WI4xI76 
FI2 (in') 2140.00 0.05 Log-normal 33 10 -

11* W 14x233 
A^i, (in-) 68.50 0.05 Log-normal 34 - -

11* W 14x233 
1^11 (in') 3010.00 0.05 Log-normal 35 - -

lO"^ W14x233 
A^.o (in') 68.50 0.05 Log-normal 36 - -

lO"^ W14x233 
l''io(in') 3010.00 0.05 Log-normal 37 - -

nth W14x283 
AS (in-) 83.30 0.05 Log-normal 38 - -

W14x283 
iS (in') 3840.00 0.05 Log-normal 39 - -

g.h W14x283 
aS (in-) 83.30 0.05 Log-normal 40 - -

g.h W14x283 
iS (in') 3840.00 0.05 Log-normal 41 11 5 

•7 th W 14x311 
AS(in') 91.40 0.05 Log-normal 42 - -

Column 

7 W 14x311 
iS(in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 43 12 -

Column 

W14x311 
A"^6 (in-) 91.40 0.05 Log-normal 44 - -

0 W14x311 
1^6 (in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 45 13 -

5"^ W14x398 
AS(in') 117.00 0.05 Log-normal 46 - -

5"^ W14x398 
iS (in') 6000.00 0.05 Log-normal 47 14 -

4-^ W14x398 
aS (in') 117.00 0.05 Log-normal 48 - -

4-^ W14x398 
(in') 6000.00 0.05 Log-normal 49 - -

•>rd W14x426 
AS (in') 125.00 0.05 Log-normal 50 - -

J W14x426 
iS (in') 6600.00 0.05 Log-normal 51 - -

'^nd W14x426 
aS (in') 125.00 0.05 Log-normal 52 - -

' 

W14x426 
iS(in') 6600.00 0.05 Log-normal 53 - -

1" W14x500 
A^, (in') 147.00 0.05 Log-normal 54 - -

1" W14x500 
(in') 8210.00 0.05 Log-normal 55 15 -

groun 
W14x500 

A"̂ s (in') 147.00 0.05 Log-normal 56 - -

d W14x500 
l'̂ g(in') 8210.00 0.05 Log-normal 57 - -

0.05 0.15 Log-normal 58 16 6 

Sc 0.40 0.20 Type I 59 17 7 
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Table 5.28 Reliability Analysis Results of the Overall Lateral Displacement Limit 
State in Example 53 

MCS* 
Pf 0.0002 (considering 59 random variables) 

MCS* 
CPU Time^ 300778 sec 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

RSM 

Scheme Scheme ® Scheme ® Scheme (D 

RSM 

Pf 0.000229 0.000199 0.000174 

RSM CPU Time^ 5783 sec 3827 sec 2734 sec RSM 

TNSP* 357 241 173 

RSM 

error (%) 14.5 % -0.50 % -13.00% 

No. Variable Sensitivity Index Sensitivity Inde.x Sensitivity Index 

I E(ksi) -0.3643 -0.3336 -0.3812 

2 A°i 3  (in") 0.0015 - -

3 I° . 3  (iti') -0.0032 - -

4 
5 

A"^i2 (in-) 0.0017 - -4 
5 I^^uOn') -0.0084 - -

6  A°n (in-) 0.0015 - -

7 I° n(in') -0.0112 -0.0106 -

8  A°,o (in') 0.0011 - -

9 I°io (in-*) -0.0163 -0.0151 -

1 0  A% (in") 0.0006 - -

I I  1% (in-*) -0.0208 -0.0200 -0.0172 

12 A°8 (in-) 0.0009 - -

13 I°8 (in') -0.0164 -0.0157 -

14 A°7 (in-) 0.0014 - -

15 IS (in") -0.0101 -0-0092 -

1 6  A°6(in') 0.0018 - -

17 I°6 (in") -0.0072 - -

1 8  AS(in-) 0.0014 - -

19 iS (in") -0.0117 -0.0113 -

2 0  A°4 (in-) 0.0009 - -

21 1°. (in') -0.0170 -0.0161 -

2 2  AS (in') 0.0007 - -

23 IS (in') -0.0194 -0.0179 -0.0166 

2 4  A°2 (in') 0.0006 - -

25 I°2(in') -0.0197 -0.0183 -0.0161 

2 6  A°, (in') 0.0003 - -
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Table 5.28 - Continued 

27 I°i (in') -0.0176 -0.0166 -

28 A°g(in^) -0.0031 - -

29 -0.0032 - -

30 (in-) 0.0014 - -

31 I''i3(in') -0.0056 - -

32 A^'n (in") 0.0011 - -

33 I''i2(in') -0.0092 - -

34 A^n (in") 0-0012 - -

35 iSi(in') -0.0094 - -

36 A^'io (in*) 0.0006 - -

37 l''io(in') -0.0161 -0.0151 -

38 AS(in-) 0.0005 - -

39 iS (in') -0.0130 -0.0126 -

40 AS(in-) 0.0007 - -

41 iS (in') -0.0090 - -

42 AS (in-) 0.0010 - -

43 iS(in') -0.0047 - -

44 A^6(in-) 0.0007 - -

45 l''6(in') -0.0053 - -

46 A''s(in-) 0.0006 - -

47 lS(<n') -0.0072 - -

48 aS (in-) 0.0001 - -

49 IS (in') -0.0091 - -

50 aS (in-) -0.0002 - -

51 iS(m') -0.0090 - -

52 AS (in-) -0.0007 - -

53 iS(in') -0.0114 -0.0106 -

54 A^, (in-) -0.0013 - -

55 IS (in') -0.0196 -0.0184 -0.0155 

56 A''g(in-) 0.0000 - -

57 I^ain') -0.0005 - -

58 -0.0656 -0.0668 -0.0714 

59 gc 0.9266 0.9386 0.9212 

'hi = 1.0 and 'hi = 1.0 are apph'ed 
*20,000 cycles of simulation 
*Total number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
^SGI Origin 2000 
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Table 5.29 Reliability Analysis Results of the Inter-Story Drift (8"* Floor) Limit 
State in Example 5.3 

MCS* 
Pf 0.1688 (considering 59 random variables) 

MCS* 
CPU Time^ 301024 sec 

Number of Random Variables 59 17 7 

RSM 

Scheme Scheme d) Scheme ® Scheme <D 

RSM 

Pf O.I 78125 0.166928 0.166296 

RSM CPUTime^ 5627 sec 3773 sec 2682 sec RSM 
TNSP* 357 241 173 

RSM 

error (%) 5.52 % -1.11 % -1.48% 

No. Variable Sensitivity Index Sensitivity Index Sensitivity Index 
1 E (ksi) -0.4068 -0.4050 -0.3968 

2 A°i3 (in-) 0.0008 - -

J I°i3 (in') -0.0113 -0.0113 -

4 A'^ii (in") 0.0009 - -

5 I°P.(in') -0.0113 -0.0114 -

6 A°ii (in-) 0.0018 - -

7 l''n(in-') 0.0013 - -

8 A°,o(in-) 0.0023 - -

9 I'^io (in') 0.0045 - -

10 A%(in-) 0.0022 - -

11 I°9 (in') -0.0023 - -

12 A°8 (in*) 0.0020 - -

13 I°8 (in') -0.0521 -0.0520 -0.0524 
14 A°7(in-) 0.0014 - -

15 I%(in') -0.0565 -0.0565 -0.0544 

16 A'^S (in') 0.0009 - -

17 I°6 (in') -0.0174 -0.0174 -

18 AS(in-) 0.0000 - -

19 I°5(in') -0.0207 -0.0207 -

20 A°4 (in-) 0.0009 - -

21 I''4(in') -0.0120 -0.0121 -

22 A°3 (in') 0.0013 - -

23 iS(m') -0.0056 - -

24 A°2(in-) 0.0018 - -

25 I°2(in') -0.0001 - -

26 A°, (in') 0.0031 - -
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Table 5.29 - Continued 

27 I°i (in') 0.0004 - -

28 A°g(in-) -0.0054 - -

29 I''g(in') -0.0021 - -

30 (in-) 0.0008 - -

31 (in') -0.0254 -0.0255 -0.0217 

32 A^u (in*) 0.0010 - -

-* l''i2(in') -0.0231 -0.0234 -

34 A*^!, (in-) 0.0020 - -

35 I^n (in') 0.0006 - -

36 A ,̂o(in-) 0.0022 - -

37 l''io(in-') -0.0078 - -

38 AS (in-) 0.0023 - -

39 IS (in') -0.0095 - -

40 AS (in-) 0.0016 - -

41 iS (in') -0.0928 -0.0927 -0.0912 

42 A^7 (in-) 0.0011 - -

43 iS(in') -0.0145 -0.0146 -

44 A'^6(in-) 0.0004 - -

45 (in') -0.0153 -0.0154 -

46 AS (in-) 0.0004 - -

47 iS (in') -0.0139 -0.0139 -

48 AS (in') 0.0011 - -

49 iS (in') -0.0076 - -

50 AS (in-) 0.0017 - -

51 iS (in') -0.0063 - -

52 A^2 (in-) 0.0021 - -

53 iS(in') -0.0006 - -

54 A^, (in-) 0.0015 - -

55 (in') -0.0121 -0.0122 -

56 A^«(in-) 0.0002 - -

57 I''g(in') -0.0005 - -

58 -0.1000 -0.0998 -0.1022 

59 ge 0.8980 0.8991 0.9042 

'h, = 1.0 and = 1.0 are applied 
*20,000 cycles of simulation 
*TotaI number of experimental sampling points, i.e., deterministic dynamic execution 
-^SGI Origin 2000 
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5.8.4. Example 5.4 

The same thirteen-story frame shown in Figure 5.9 is considered again. Sectional 

properties of all the girders and columns of the frame have been already defined in the 

previous section. A36 steel is also used for all girders and columns. As mentioned 

earlier, the building suffered a significant amount of damage. In order to model the 

actual seismic loading condition as closely as possible, the Canoga Park record is used to 

e.xcite the thirteen-story frame since it is recorded close to the site (Uang et. al., 1995). 

The building is excited for 15 seconds by the actual acceleration (cm/sec") time history 

recorded at the Canoga Park during the Northridge earthquake of 1994 (North-South 

component) as shown in Figure 5.10. 
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o 
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o 
« -0.2 

-0.3 
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N - S Component 

t 

Figure 5.10 Northridge Earthquake Time History (at the Canoga Park) for 25 
seconds(N-S) 
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From the actual damage observed during the Northridge earthquake, the 

maximum inter-story drift ratio was estimated to be about 1.2% at the 1^ floor and some 

of the members were damaged as indicated in Figure 5.9. Therefore, in this exjimple, the 

serviceability limit state is defined at the maximum inter-story drift at the 7'*' floor. The 

probability of failure of the two damaged members are also estimated for the strength 

limit state. 

For the serviceability limit state of the maximum inter-story drift at the 7''' floor, 

the allowable inter-story drift becomes 0.395 inch and the corresponding limit states can 

be written as 

g(X) = - y.ax (X) = 0.395 - y_ (X) (5.22) 

With help of the sensitivity analysis, only six of the random variables are selected 

for both the serviceability and strength limit states. 

For the serviceability limit state, the statistical properties of these 6 random 

variables are given in Table 5.30. 

For the strength limit state, the limit states represented by Equations (5.17) and 

(5.18) are considered. The two damaged members, one column denoted as Ca and one 

girder denoted as in Figure 5.9, are considered and their probabilities of failure are 

estimated for the strength limit states. For the strength limit states, the statistical 

properties of 6 random variables for column Crf and girder G</ are given in Tables 5.31 

and 5.32, respectively. 
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Table 5.30 Statistical Description of 6 Random Variables for the Serviceability 
Limit State of the Inter-Story Drift (7"* Floor) Scheme ® 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level Section 

Random 
Variable 

No. 

Random 
Variable Mean Value COV Distribution 

I E(ksi) 29000.00 0.06 Log-normal 

Girder 7th W33xI4I 2 I°7(in') 7450.00 0.05 Log-normal 

Column 
7,.. WI4x31I J iS (in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 

Column 
6'" W 14x311 4 FE (in') 4330.00 0.05 Log-normal 

5 0.05 0.15 Log-normal 

6 gc 1.00 0.20 Type I 

Table 5.31 Statistical Description of 6 Random Variables for the Strength Limit 
State of Column Ca Scheme © 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level Section 

Random 
Variable 

No. 

Random 
Variable Mean Value COV Distribution 

1 E (ksi) 29000.00 0.06 Log-normal 

Column 1^' W 14x500 
2 (in') 8210.00 0.05 Log-normal 

Column 1^' W 14x500 
3 Z^i (in') 1050.00 0.05 Log-normal 

4 Fy (ksi) 47.3 0.10 Log-normal 

5 0.05 0.15 Log-normal 

6 ge 1.00 0.20 Type I 
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Table 5.32 Statistical Description of 6 Random Variables for the Strength Limit 
State of Girder Scheme ® 

Type of 
Member 

Floor 
Level Section 

Random 
Variable 

No. 

Random 
Variable Mean Value GOV Distribution 

1 E (ksi) 29000-00 0.06 Log-normai 

Girder 4ih W33xl52 
2 I°4 (in') 8160.00 0.05 Log-normal 

Girder 4ih W33xl52 
3 (in') 559.00 0.05 Log-normal 

4 Fy (ksi) 47.3 O.IO Log-normal 

5 £ 0.05 0.15 Log-normal 

6 ge 1.00 0.20 Type I 

Scheme ®, i.e., saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross 

terms for the intermediate iterations and central composite design using a full second 

order polynomial for the final iteration, is used in all cases. For both 'hj and ^hi, I.O is 

used in the analysis of this numerical example. The results of reliability analyses are 

summarized in Table 5.33 in terms of reliability index, probability of failure, and 

probability of survival. 

Several observations can be made from Table 5.33. For the serviceability limit 

state, the probability of failure is found to be almost 1.0 when the allowable inter-story 

drift ratio is assumed to be 1/400. Since the building developed 1.2% of maximum inter-

story drift and the maximum allowable inter-story drift is only 0.25%, this result is 

e.xpected. 
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Table 5.33 Reliability Analysis of both Serviceability and Strength Limit States 
in Example 5.4 

Serviceability 
Limit State 

Sallowabic 
Reliability 
Index, p 

Probability of 
Failure, Pf 

Probability of 
Survival, P, Serviceability 

Limit State 

A/400 -7.506 1.000000 3.08x10"'^' 

Strength Limit 
State 

Member 
Reliability 
Index,P 

Probability of 
Failure, Pf 

Probability of 
Survival, P, 

Strength Limit 
State Column, Crf -1.391 0.917936 0.082064 

Strength Limit 
State 

Girder, -1.075 0.858837 0.141163 

For the strength limit state, the failure probability for column Cj and girder are 

approximately 92% and 86%, respectively, indicating their vulnerability to the seismic 

excitation. Since they have damaged during the Northridge earthquake, these high failure 

probabilities are also expected. 

This example demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can be used to estimate 

the reliability of the real structures subjected to dynamic loadings including seismic 

loading. 
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5.9. Summary 

An efficient and accurate method for nonlinear SFEM is developed in this chapter 

to evaluate reliability in the time domain for firames subjected to short duration dynamic 

loading. Uncertainties in the seismic excitation and resistance-related parameters are 

incorporated. An iterative RSM is proposed using two-second order polynomials (with 

and without the cross terms) and a mixture of saturated and central composite designs. 

With the help of the two simple examples, it is shown that the proposed algorithm 

can be used to estimate the risk for both serviceability and strength limit states of 

nonlinear structures subjected to short duration dynamic loadings, including seismic 

loading. The experimental region where the experimental sampling points are set up 

should be chosen with care. Considering the results of two examples given in this 

chapter and many more examples used in the developing the algorithm, the good range of 

h,, the parameter which control the sampling region is found to be between 1.0 and 2.0. 

It was also found out that the most desirable scheme for the proposed algorithm is 

Scheme ®; that is, saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms 

for the intermediate iterations and central composite design using a full second order 

polynomial for the final iteration. It is expected to be very efficient without sacrificing 

accuracy. Sensitivity analysis can be used to improve the efficiency further. For 

example, when the number of random variables to be considered is large, the use of 

Scheme ®; that is, saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms 

for the intermediate iterations and saturated design using a full second order polynomial 

for the final iteration, is suitable considering efficiency. If a more accurate result is 
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necessary. Scheme d) can be applied after removing some of the random variables that 

have low sensitivity indexes. 

Using a case study, the proposed algorithm is proved to be very accurate and 

efficient even for large practical problems. Therefore, it could be used to evaluate the 

performance of real structure due to earthquake excitations. Sensitivity analysis can be 

used to reduce the size of the problem particularly when the structure is large. For the 

serviceability limit state, the maximum inter-story drift appears to be more critical than 

the overall lateral displacement for the structures subjected to dynamic loadings including 

seismic loading. 
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CHAPTER 6 

UNCERTAINTY IN TIME-VARIANT LOADING 

6.1. Introduction 

As briefly mentioned in the previous chapter, consideration of uncertainties in 

time domain dynamic analysis is very important and also challenging task. There is no 

guideline for considering uncertainties in both the amplitude and frequency in the 

earthquake loading. The uncertainty in the amplitude of the earthquake is successfully 

considered in the context of RSM as discussed in the previous chapter. 

There is no available method known to the author to consider the uncertainty in 

the firequency content of earthquake loadings. By considering a large number of 

earthquake time histories obtained during a single earthquake, an attempt has been made 

here to study the uncertainty in the frequency content of an earthquake indirectly. 

Thirteen recorded earthquake time histories, each having two horizontal components, are 

considered to study the effect of the frequency content of earthquake motions. Twelve 

earthquake time histories were recorded in close proximity to each other during the 

Northridge earthquake of 1994 and one earthquake time history for El Centro earthquake 

of 1940, which is used for the comparison purpose. 
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6.2. Description of the Earthquakes 

The thirteen available earthquake time histories and their peak ground 

acceleration (PGA) for two lateral components are identified in Table 6.1. The first 

earthquake in the table is the El Centro earthquake of 1940 and the others are recorded 

during the Northridge Earthquake of 1994. These earthquakes are denoted hereafter as 

Earthquakes I through 13. Each time history contains two lateral components and one 

vertical component of excitation. Only lateral components are considered in this study to 

represent many different characteristics of the earthquake excitations. For the ease of 

discussion, each of the two horizontal components is denoted as either East-West (E-W) 

or North-South (N-S) component in this study. 

Table 6.1 Identification of the 13 Earthquake Time History Records 

Earthquake Station 
PGA (mm/sec^) 

Earthquake Station 
E-W N-S 

1 El Centro 3417.0 1786.0 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

2 Los Angeles, 1526, Edgemont Ave 8259.9 6960.0 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 3 Los Angeles, Wadsworth V.A 3592.1 2979.5 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

4 Los Angeles, 10660, Wilshire Blvd. 9983.0 6785.6 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

5 Los Angeles, Griffith Observat 2762.9 1598.2 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

6 Jenson Filtration Plant 6156.8 3862.0 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

7 Los Angeles, Wadsworth V.A 2507.2 2470.6 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

8 Topanga Fire Station 3265.2 1764.7 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

9 Sherman. Oaks, 1525, Ventura Blvd. 5513.0 2498.9 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

10 Los Angeles, 4929, Wilshire Blvd. 3893.2 3355.8 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

11 Los Angeles, 10751, Wilshire Blvd. 3795.5 3168.2 

N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

12 Canoga Park, Santa Susana 5734.3 3912.4 N
O

R
T

H
R

ID
G

E
 E

A
R

T
H

Q
U

A
K

E
 

13 Los Angeles, 4929, Wilshire Blvd. 4716.1 3573.5 
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6.2.1. Accelerograms of the Earthquakes 

An accelerogram of the El Centre earthquake is plotted in Figure 6.1. Similar 

figures are shown in Figure 6.2 through Figure 6.13 for the 12 different locations of the 

Northridge Earthquake, respectively. In each figure, three components of an earthquake 

are plotted in time verses actual acceleration (mm/sec^) recorded for a total of 10.24 

seconds with 0.02 seconds of time increment. 
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Figure 6.1 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 1 (El Centro Earthquake) 4^ 
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Figure 6.2 Accelerogram of thie three components for Earthquake 2 (Northridge Earthquake) 
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Figure 6.3 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 3 (Northridge Earthquake) 4^ 
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Figure 6.4 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 4 (Northridge Earthquake) 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #5 
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Figure 6.5 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 5 (Northridge Earthquake) 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #6 
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Figure 6.6 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 6 (Northridge Earthquake) 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #7 
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Figure 6.7 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 7 (Northridge Earthquake) 
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Figure 6.8 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 8 (Northridge Earthquake) 
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Accelerogram for Earthquake #9 
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Figure 6.9 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 9 (Northridge Earthquake) 
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Figure 6.10 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquaiie 10 (Northridge Earthquake) Lh 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #11 
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Figure 6.11 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 11 (Northridge Earthquake) 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #12 
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Figure 6.12 Accelerogram of (he (hree components for Earthquake 12 (Northridge Earthquake) 



Accelerogram for Earthquake #13 
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Figure 6.13 Accelerogram of the three components for Earthquake 13 (Northridge Earthquake) 
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6.2.2. Frequency Contents of the Earthquakes 

Since it is extremely difficult to identify the frequency contents by studying the 

original earthquake or signal in time domain, the Fourier transform is used to find its 

frequency contents. The time-histories are converted to the frequency domain by taking 

the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). It is then possible to characterize an earthquake in 

terms of the frequency contents. The Fourier transform analysis for the thirteen 

earthquake time history records is conducted using MATLAB. 

For each earthquake record, the Fourier transform analysis is conducted for two 

cases, representing two different earthquake records. They are: (1) the total loading time 

is considered to be 10.24 seconds and (2) the total loading time is considered to be only 

half of the previous case, i.e., 5.12 seconds. For the first case, 2' = 512 points of discrete 

time record with time increment A/=0.02 sec are used in fast Fourier transform (FET^ 

while 2^ = 256 points of discrete time record with same time increment of A/=0.02 sec 

are used in fast Fourier transform (FFT) for the second case. The discrete Fourier 

transforms of 13 earthquakes for the first case are shown in Figures 6.14 to 6.26. For the 

second case, they are shown in Figures 6.27 to 6.39. 

The FFT is evaluated at the frequencies = A:/(«A/), k=0 n-1 and /i=512 for 

case (1) and /i=256 for case (2). Because of the symmetry relations of DFT (Wirshcing 

et. al, 1995), only the half of the DFT with indices k=0,...,n/2 are shown in the figures, 

that is, the earthquake is being represented with components whose highest frequency is 

1/(2A/) = 25 Hertz. The frequency = 1/(2A/) is called the Nyquist frequency. 
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Figure 6.14 FFT of Earthquake 1 for 10.24 second Loading 
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Figure 6.17 FFT of Earthquake 4 for 10.24 second Loading 
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Figure 6.19 FFT of Earthquake 6 for 10.24 second Loading 
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As expected, it was found that an earthquake generally carmot be specified by 

only one or two dominant frequencies. Moreover, the frequency contents between the 

earthquake time histories recorded in close proximity to each other are found to be very 

different. 

As a result- the consideration of uncertainties in frequency of an earthquake may 

only be achieved in an indirect way. An extensive amount of parametric study is 

conducted with help of examples in the following section. For each earthquake time 

history, the structural responses and the corresponding reliabilities are calculated using 

the procedures discussed in Chapter 5. The results are then analyzed to make some 

observations on the effect of uncertainty in the frequency content of earthquake 

excitations. 
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6.2.3. Important Properties of the Earthquakes 

Details of the 13 earthquake time history records for each component, in terms of 

their peak ground acceleration (PGA) and root-mean-square (RMS) values, are calculated 

and are summarized in Table 6.2. The PGA and RMS values for both cases, i.e., (1) 

10.24 seconds of loading time and (2) 5.12 seconds of loading time, are expressed in the 

unit of acceleration (nun/see"). 

Table 6.2 Important Properties of the 13 Earthquake Time History Records 

PGA (mm/sec") RMS (mm/sec*) 

Earthquake 10.24 seconds 5.12 seconds 10.24 seconds 5.12 seconds 

E-W N-S E-W N-S E-W N-S E-W N-S 

1 3417.0 1786.0 3417.0 1786.0 857.51 621.57 1081.7 707.64 

2 8259.9 6960.0 1784.6 3997.7 1875.4 1700.7 401.81 550.46 

3 3592.1 2979.5 1541.3 2069.7 771.12 682.71 531.96 516.65 

4 9983.0 6785.6 5652.3 4294.5 2127.1 1502.9 1781.4 1301.0 
< 

O" 
5 2762.9 1598.2 2618.8 1023.4 879.13 453.77 616.26 286.09 

s 6 6156.8 3862.0 6156.8 3862.0 1759.8 1183.1 2186.8 1339.8 
X 
< 
u 7 2507.2 2470.6 1308.3 1403.9 575.57 557.23 317.52 359.19 
u 
u 8 3265.2 1764.7 2131.9 1750.7 763.09 530.15 499.70 455.63 

S 9 5513.0 2498.9 5513.0 1895.5 1864.4 847.66 2056.8 647.89 
X 
H 
X 

10 3893.2 3355.8 1125.3 1285.0 868.90 792.73 263.54 262.50 
o 
z 11 3795.5 3168.2 2934.2 2316.3 1023.4 896.21 722.93 810.70 

12 5734.3 3912.4 5252.8 3480.2 1719.0 1121.2 1217.3 906.52 

13 4716.1 3573.5 4716.1 2471.5 1627.2 1503.2 2011.9 1041.6 
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6.3. Numerical Example 

To elaborate the algorithm further and to investigate the effect of the firequency 

contents of the seismic loading on the reliability of a structure, the following two loading 

cases are considered in the numerical example. In the first case, a two story steel frame is 

excited by the 13 earthquake records for 10.24 seconds. In the second example, the same 

two story steel frame is excited by same 13 earthquake records, but only for the first 5.12 

seconds. The two story steel frame is shown in Figure 6.40. 

q = I kip/ft = 14.59 kN/m 

q = 1 kip/fl = 14.59 kN/m 

Section for beams : W21 x 62 

Section for columns: W14 x 145 

120" =3.048 m 

120" = 3.048 m 

240" = 6.096 m 

Direction of Earthquake Excitation 

Figure 6.40 A Two Story Steel Frame Structure 
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Table 6.3 Statistical Description of the Random Variables for Both Cases 

Random Variable Mean value C.O.V Distribution 

E (ksi) 29000 0.06 Lognormal 

A*" (in") 18.3 0.05 Lognormal 

I'xdn') 1330 0.05 Lognormal 

A'^ (in-) A2J 0.05 Lognormal 

(in') I7I0 O.IO Lognormal 

0.05 0.15 Lognormal 

*gc I.O 0.20 Type I (EVD) 

* A magnification factor for the amplitude of actual seismic acceleration 

All the beams and columns of the frame are made of W21x62 and W14xl45, 

respectively, and A3 6 steel is used in these examples. The period of the structure is 

found to be 0.363 seconds. The period is well within the upper and lower bounds 

suggested by Goel and Chopra (1997). The statistical description of the uncertainties 

associated with all the random variables required for the reliability analysis are given in 

Tables 6.3. Same random variables are considered in both cases. 

6.3.1. Case (1): Earthquake records for 10.24 seconds 

In this case, the frame is excited for 10.24 seconds by 13 recorded acceleration 

time histories identified in Table 6.2. The first one was recorded during the El Centro 

earthquake of 1940 and the other 12 were recorded during the Northridge earthquake of 

1994. The El Centro records are used for verification purposes, since they are widely 
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used in the research community. Each record contains two lateral components of 

excitation. They are denoted hereafter as East-West (E-W) and North-South (N-S) 

components. The time histories of all the earthquakes are shown in Figure 6.1 through 

6.13 and their Fast Fourier Transforms are also shown in Figure 6.14 through 6.26 for 

10.24 seconds. 

Seismic reliabilities of the frame excited by the 26 records are then estimated for 

both the serviceability and strength limit states using the algorithm presented in Chapter 

5. For the serviceability limit state, the allowable lateral displacement at the top of the 

frame is assumed to be A/400, where h is the height of the frame. Thus, for this example, 

^iiow is equal to 0.6 inch, and using Equation (6.1), the corresponding serviceability limit 

state is: 

g(X) = - y(X) = 0.6 - y(X) (6.1) 

in which ymax(X) is the maximum lateral displacement response of the system. 

For the strength limit state, the reliability index of the weakest member is reported 

here. The results are summarized in Table 6.4. The peak ground acceleration (PGA) and 

root-mean-square (RMS) values of each of the 26 records have already been calculated 

earlier, as shown in Table 6.2. The reliability indexes for the serviceability and strength 

limit states are shown in Table 6.4. 

In order to investigate the effect of the PGA and frequency content of the 

earthquake excitations, PGA versus the reliability index and RMS versus the reliability 

index are plotted in Figures 6.41 through 6.44. The reliability indexes for the 
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serviceability and the strength limit states are considered separately in these figures. 

Table 6.4 Reliability Indexes for 10.24 seconds 

Reliability Index 

Earthquake Direction PGA (g unit) RMS (g unit) 
Serviceability Strength Limit State 

I 
E-W 0.348 0.087 3.697 11.91 

I 
N-S 0.182 0.063 3.493 12.00 

E-W 0.842 0.191 -0.619 3.938 
2 

N-S 0.710 0.173 1.458 2.997 

E-W 0.366 0.079 2.737 6.736 
3 

N-S 0.304 0.070 2.015 6.555 

4 
E-W 1.018 0.217 -0.268 3.141 

4 
N-S 0.692 0.153 -0.109 3.831 

E-W 0.282 0.090 2.729 7.410 
5 

N-S 0.163 0.046 4.810 « 

U3 E-W 0.628 0.179 3.099 7.262 
•< 

ZS 
O' 

6 
N-S 0.394 0.121 3.955 7.820 

X 
H E-W 0.256 0.059 4.197 7.451 
SC < 
u 

7 
N-S 0.252 0.057 4.806 9.646 

Cd 
U 8 

E-W 0.333 0.078 2.422 5.263 
Q 
S 

8 
N-S 0.180 0.054 3.263 5.196 

X 
t-
a! 
O 
z 

E-W 0.562 0.190 3.425 7.764 X 
t-
a! 
O 
z 

9 
N-S 0.255 0.086 3.693 10.14 

10 
E-W 0.397 0.089 3.994 8.343 

10 
N-S 0.342 0.081 4.548 9.441 

11 
E-W 0.387 0.104 4.611 9.774 

11 
N-S 0.323 0.091 6.330 11.42 

12 
E-W 0.585 0.175 2.250 3.928 

12 
N-S 0.399 0.114 3.916 8.028 

13 
E-W 0.481 0.166 4.056 8.385 

13 
N-S 0.364 0.153 7.061 11.57 

*(3 is expected to be very large. 
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Figure 6.41 Reliability Index vs. PGA for Serviceability Limit State 
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Several observations can be made from Table 6.4, and Figures 6.41 through 6.44. 

The reliability index for the strength limit state is found to be always greater ±an the 

serviceability limit state. Thus, the frame can be considered to be well designed for the 

strength. But the corresponding reliability indexes for the serviceability limit state are 

much smaller in each case. The reliability indexes for the serviceability limit state range 

between -0.619 and 7.061. The reliability indexes between two components recorded at 

the same location are quite different. The location of the structure with respect to the 

epicenter may be an important factor in evaluating the damage potential of an earthquake. 

The permissible deflection is considered very conservatively. The results may 

reflect this conservatism. However, it may also indicate a natural vulnerability of 

unbraced frames in lateral displacements. 

The results given in Figure 6.41 to 6.44, fail to indicate whether the PGA or the 

RMS value is the better indicator of the damage potential of an earthquake. 
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6.3.2. Case (2): Earthquake records for 5.12 seconds 

In this case, the same two story frame shown in Figure 6.40 is excited only for the 

first 5.12 seconds by 13 recorded acceleration time histories identiiied in Table 6.2 and 

their Fast Fourier Transforms are shown in Figure 6.27 through 6.39. Seismic 

reliabilities of the frame excited by the 26 records are then estimated for both the 

serviceability and strength limit states using the algorithm presented in Chapter 5. 

For the serviceabiUty limit state, the allowable lateral displacement at the top of 

the frame is assumed to be A/400 as before. The corresponding serviceability limit state 

is represented by Equation (6.1). For the strength limit state, the reliability index of the 

weakest member is reported here. 

The reliability indexes of all 26 earthquake records for the serviceability and 

strength limit states are summarized in Table 6.5. The peak ground acceleration (PGA) 

and root-mean-square (RMS) values of each of the 26 records are also given in Table 6.5. 

In order to investigate the effect of the PGA and frequency content of the 

earthquake excitations, PGA versus the reliability index and RMS versus the reliability 

index are plotted in Figures 6.45 to 6.48, respectively. The reliability indexes for the 

serviceability and the strength limit states are considered separately in these figures. 
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Table 6.5 Reliability Indexes for 5.12 seconds 

Direction PGA (g unit) RMS (g unit) 
Reliability Index 

carmquaKe Direction PGA (g unit) RMS (g unit) 
Serviceability Strength Limit State 

1 
E-W 0J48 O.llO 3-680 7.412 

1 
N-S 0.182 0.072 3J62 11.30 

E-W 0.182 0.041 4.694 9.783 
2 

N-S 0.408 0.056 3.031 7.773 

E-W 0.157 0.054 4.504 m 

3 
N-S 0.211 0.053 4.309 « 

4 
E-W 0.576 0.182 0.0358 3.480 

4 
N-S 0.438 0.133 2.344 6.968 

E-W 0.267 0.063 3.002 8.287 
5 

N-S 0.104 0.029 3.420 
u 

E-W 0.628 0.223 3-037 6-815 
=3 
c 

6 
N-S 0.394 0.137 4.328 8-866 

X 
H E-W 0.133 0.032 8-837 10.59 
B6 
< 
tsi 

7 
N-S 0.143 0.037 6.542 11.52 

a 
U 8 

E-W 0.217 0.051 4.852 9.053 

E 

8 
N-S 0.179 0.046 3.922 7.321 

X 
as 
O 
z 

E-W 0.562 0_210 3.411 7.763 X 
as 
O 
z 

9 
N-S 0.193 0.066 5.026 9.887 

10 
E-W 0.115 0.027 7.757 12.92 

10 
N-S 0.131 0.027 7JZ58 12.62 

11 
E-W 0.299 0.074 5.182 10-12 

11 
N-S 0.236 0.083 5.422 12.03 

12 
E-W 0.536 0.124 2.652 6-871 

12 
N-S 0.355 0.092 4.374 9-147 

13 
E-W 0.481 0.205 3.919 8-078 

13 
N-S 0.252 0.106 7.513 12.77 

*P is expected to be very large. 
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The observations made for Case (I) are also applicable here. In general, the 

frame is more prone to failure due to excessive lateral displacement than the strength 

failure. 

Also, in this case, the PGA and RMS values cannot be correlated with the damage 

potential of an earthquake record. 

6.4. Summary 

Uncertainty in the frequency content of an earthquake is considered indirectly in 

this chapter. 13 recorded time histories are used for this purpose. Their characteristics 

are represented in terms of PGA and RMS values. A structure is first excited for 10.24 

seconds by these 13 records. Then, the same structure is excited only for the first 5.12 

seconds, representing different time history records. The corresponding reliability 

indexes are estimated for both the serviceability and strength limit states. 

The reliability indexes between two components recorded at the same location are 

quite different. The location of the structure with respect to the epicenter may be an 

important factor in evaluating the damage potential of an earthquake. It is not possible to 

conclude whether the PGA or the RMS value is the better indicator of the damage 

potential of an earthquake. 

It was also found that the frame is more prone to failure due to excessive lateral 

displacement than the strength failure. This may indicate a natural vulnerability of 

unbraced frames in lateral displacements. However, it may also indicate that the 

allowable deflection used in the serviceability limit state of this study could be very 
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conservative. Thus, the lateral permissible displacement particularly for the seismic 

loading may need to be established. 
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CHAPTER? 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1. Summary 

An efficient and accurate algorithm is developed to evaluate reliability in the time 

domain for nonlinear structures subjected to short duration dynamic loadings, including 

earthquake loading. Uncertainties in the dynamic and seismic excitation, and resistance-

related parameters are incorporated by modeling them as realistically as possible. Actual 

earthquake loading time histories are used to excite structures, enabling a realistic 

representation of the loading condition, which is one of the unique features of the 

proposed algorithm. 

The proposed algorithm intelligently integrates the concepts of response surface 

method (RSM), finite element method (FEM)> and first-order reliability method (FORM). 

RSM is used to generate an explicit limit state function using a second order polynomial 

in terms of k basic random variables. The iterative linear interpolation scheme is used to 

search for a new center point for the next iteration. In the final iteration, FORM is used 

to calculate reliability index and the corresponding most probable failure point (MPFP). 

In the context of the finite element method, the assumed stress-based finite 

element algorithm is used to increase the efficiency of the algorithm. Two iterative 

response surface schemes are proposed using two second order polynomials (with and 

without cross terms) and a mixture of saturated and central composite designs is used to 
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assure both efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm. Sensitivity analysis is used to 

improve the efficiency further. 

Both serviceability and strength limit states are used for the reliability analysis. It 

is important that each limit state be considered separately since a structure can fail due to 

excessive lateral or interstory deflection, or due to failure of several components in 

strength forming a local or global mechanism. The proposed algonthm is developed to 

be capable of calculating risk using both types of limit states and thus this is another 

advantage of the proposed algorithm. 

Several numerical examples are given to illustrate the application of the proposed 

algorithm. The results are compared with those obtained using Monte Carlo simulation 

(MCS) to verify the algorithm. It was shown that the proposed algorithm can be used to 

estimate the risk for both serviceability and strength limit states of nonlinear structures 

subjected to short duration dynamic loadings, including seismic loading. The algorithm 

is found to be both efficient and accurate. From a case study, the proposed algorithm is 

proved to be very accurate and efficient even for large practical problems. Therefore, it 

could be used to evaluate the performance of real structure due to earthquake excitations. 

The uncertainty in the amplitude of the earthquake was successfully considered in 

the context of RSM. Consideration of uncertainty in the frequency content of an 

earthquake was considered indirectly. For 13 available time history records of two actual 

earthquakes, the important properties of an earthquake such as peak ground acceleration 

(PGA) and root-mean-square (RMS) values were investigated and compared with each 

other. Then the reliability of structures for both limit states was estimated using the 
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algorithm developed in this study. Two examples are considered. A parametric study is 

conducted in an attempt to quantify the effect of uncertainty in the frequency content of 

earthquakes on the overall reliability of structures. 

7.2. Conclusions 

On the basis of the results of the present study, several important conclusions and 

observations can be made. 

They are as follows: 

1. The proposed dynamic reliability algorithm based on FEM, RSM, and FORM is 

found out to be efficient and accurate procedure for the reliability analysis in the time 

domain for nonlinear frame structures subjected to short duration dynamic loading 

including seismic loading. 

2. The algorithm is very robust. Since it is based on the response surface methodology, 

it can be used for the reliability analysis of various types of structural or non

structural problems and when the limit state function is implicit. 

3. A detailed numerical study indicates that a second-order polynomial is necessary for 

the seismic reliability evaluation considered in this study. Considering efficiency and 

accuracy of the reliability estimates, a mixture of saturated design and central 

composite design is desirable. Therefore, Scheme <D, i.e., saturated design using a 

second order polynomial without cross terms for the intermediate iterations and 

central composite design using a fiill second order polynomial for the final iteration, 

is found to be the most promising scheme considering both efficiency and accuracy. 
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This scheme appears to be the most desirable particularly when the total number of 

basic random variables in the problem is relatively small, say less than 9. It gives 

good results without sacrificing accuracy. 

4. For problems containing large number of random variables, say more than 9, the use 

of Scheme ® - saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms 

for the intermediate iterations and saturated design using a full second order 

polynomial for the final iteration - is found to be the most desirable considering the 

efficiency with a proper level of accuracy. However, if a more accurate result is 

necessary. Scheme <S) discussed in item 3 above can be used by considering some of 

the random variables to be deterministic by conducting the sensitivity analysis. 

5. Saturated design using a second order polynomial without cross terms throughout the 

iterations, i.e.. Scheme ®, can be used to obtain a rough estimation of the probability 

of failure. It would increase efiRciency at the expense of accuracy. Central composite 

design using a full second order polynomial with cross terms throughout the 

iterations; that is. Scheme (D, can be used to obtain an accurate estimation of 

reliability analysis. It would increase accuracy at the expense of efficiency. 

6. It was found that since sensitivity analysis offers valuable information about the 

influence of various random variables on the reliability index, it is suggested to use 

sensitivity analysis to improve the efficiency further, especially when the number of 

random variable is quite large and/or the complex large structural problems are 

considered. 

7. The experimental region where the sampling points are set up should be chosen with 
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care because the controlling parameter hi plays an important role in the accuracy of 

the proposed algorithm. Based on the present study, a range between I and 2 for hi is 

suggested for the intermediate iterations. For the final iteration, the experimental 

region should be limited to a smaller region; (generally, between 1 and 1.5 for hi). 

8. Both the serviceability and strength limit states were used for the reliability 

evaluation. In this study the serviceability limit state appears to be the controlling 

factor in most cases; that is, the frame is more vulnerable to failure caused by the 

lateral displacement. It may indicate that the allowable deflection used in the 

serviceability limit state is very conservative. Similar observation was made by 

others. A more comprehensive study is needed to establish the allowable 

displacement due to seismic loading. 

9. For the serviceability limit state, the maximum inter-story drift appears to be more 

critical than the overall lateral displacement for the structures subjected to dynamic 

loadings including seismic loading. 

10. The frequency contents of earthquake time histories recorded in close proximity are 

found to be very different. Thus, the frequency-domain approach commonly used in 

the profession may not indicate the damage potential of an earthquake. The time-

domain approach proposed here can be used for this purpose. 

11. The location of a structure with respect to the epicenter could be an important factor 

to evaluate the damage potential of an earthquake. However, it is impossible to 

conclude simply whether the PGA or the RMS value is the better indicator of the 

damage potential of an earthquake. 
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7.3. Suggestions for Future Studies 

Based on the results of the proposed study, the following topics need to be 

addressed in future research: 

1. In the proposed algorithm, saturated design and central composite design to fit a 

second order polynomial. Other classical design procedures such as the Box-

Behnken design, Equiradial design. Uniform Shell design, etc., need to be studied to 

check if they are better than the proposed scheme considering both the efficiency and 

accuracy of the generated response. 

2. The current algorithm calculates reliability index using FORM. Since the problem 

under consideration is highly nonlinear, second-order reliability method (SORM) may 

be necessary to estimate the reliability index. 

3. In this study, joints in the frames are considered to be fully restrained. However, most 

of the joints are partially restrained (PR) and introduce a considerable of uncertainty 

in the response analysis. The algorithm may need to be extended to consider PR 

connections, particularly for steel frames. 

4. A more robust approach to locate the center point efficiently can be attempted. 

5. Only framed structures are considered in this study. The algorithm may need to be 

extended to consider more complex structural systems consisting of beam and plate 

elements. 

6. Only 13 earthquake records are considered in the parametric study to evaluate the 

effect of the uncertainty in the frequency contents of earthquake motions. Additional 

number of earthquakes can be considered to increase the database. 
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